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The Embassy Row Collection

Embassy Row recalls the age when 
trade and travel brought art and culture 
from Europe to nations around the 

world. It was a time of grandeur, 
creating a federation of style themes 
both elegant and exotic. Suck is the 

inspiration for Embassy Row...shown 
here, a magnificent poster bed featuring 

tobacco leaf and pineapple motifs, 
symbols of prosperity and hospitality.

Embassy Row is available through 
your interior designer. Bernhardt is a 
lll-year-old maker of fine, casegoods 
and upholstered furniture, from 
traditional to contemporary.
For additional information call toll free 
1.877.305.2534 
or visit our web site at 
www.bernhardlfurnilure.com

Furniture Makers Since 1889

BERNHARDT
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For visibly

youngerlooking skin
Extra-Fimiing Concentrate

AnollwT (J.ARJNS agfe-coiiti*ol fu*sl 
to pn)iiiote firmer skin cvet^ (lav. 

K(sili('iK'e-l)iiil(linw natural plant auvin.s 
addi’oss the demands ofiiiatnn^ skin.
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delivers immediate skin-tightening ac'tioru 
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a growing movement of people 
dedicated to preserving our nation’s 
heirloom seeds and to growing 
food that’s delicious, varied, and safe.

BY STEPHEN ORR

LEATHER LUST There’s a ncw 
love for this age-old material (above, 
leather from Repetoire Room and 
Banana Republic), which is appropri
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these lifelike fruits, vegetables, 
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are strictly decorative.
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CECILIA BARTOLI
APPRECIATES THE EXHILARATING CHALLENGE 

OF PERFORMING UNDER PRESSURE.

WE COULD SAY THE SAME OF HER TIMEPIECE.

tcilia Bartoli’s beautiful mezzo-soprano voice has quickly established her as one of opera’s 
wering talents. Along the way, her Lady Datejust has been a steadfast and dazzling companion.

ROLEX
Ralex Lady Datejust Officially Certified Swiss Chronometer Enlarsed for detail.

For the name and location of an Official Rolex Jeweler near you, please call 1-800-36ROLEX. Rolex,*. Oyster Perpetual and Lady Datejust are trademarks.



It’s Not The Yiew So Much As The Vision.

Beyond expected. Where possibilities are wide open.Trej^ Easy Care Decking. No sealing. No splinters. No limi



K.com or call 1-800-BUY-TREX ext. 343 for a book of inspiration.
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plant kingdom
H E N I WA s nine or ten we moved to a house that sat nestled in huge rock out
croppings surrounded by trees. I still remember the nervous excitement ol 
exploring the new yard, the sense of sorrow at the loss of familiar and belovec 
territory, and the pleasure of learning a strange landscape. That yard was full ol 

amazements: huge willows whose climbing branches hung over a pond, fairy circles in the grass, weirc 
mosses on the rocks.... One sweltering day toward the end of our first summer there, I ventured into i 
clearing I hadn’t yet noticed much; this time, though, I was startled by a row of plants with the most
enormous leaves I’d ever seen, each at the end of a long, crim
son stalk. I was beside myself with the discovery. These 
things seemed otherworldly, the kind of plant that dinosaurs 
might have munched on. I told no one, with an instinct of 
protectiveness, and every day went to visit the creatures.
They really were shocking, the way they grew so extrava
gantly and kept their perfectly symmetrical shape. I knew I 
wa.s in the presence of magic.

So you can imagine my dismay—disgust, really—when, hav
ing decided to share this secret with my father, my gardening 
buddy, he stepped into the clearing, took a look around, and 
with a cursory glance at the miraculous plants, pronounced 
them ... vegetables: “Rhubarb. This must have been some
one’s old kitchen garden.” With that, he broke off a red stalk 
(I can still hear that sickening snap of a limb) and held it out 
for me to nibble. I refused, of course.

Vegetables? Fruits? Food? In the dirt? Quite honestly, I 
must have thought vegetables came from tin cans, and any
way, the closest I willingly got to one was the potato puff, 
which everyone knows comes from 
the freezer. I still haven’t met the 
child who actually likes vegetables—
I know, I know, they’re out there, 
just not in my circles. I’m sure that 
when George Bush took his coura
geous stand against broccoli, a 
hearty cheer went out among the 
little ones (up to about age 30) at 
dinner tables around the country.

But there is nothing like growing 
vegetables, and I don’t know a child 
who isn’t turned on by it, as long as 
they don’t have to eat the garden.
What is more gratifying than the 
speed with which a pumpkin vine 
creeps out, strangling everything it

W
touches? Or the dramatic way tomatoes throw their ripe wei^t 
around? Sunflowers belong with vegetable gardens, and they’re 
almost psychedelic, practically letting you see them grow. Veg
etable gardens are charismatic in a way that flowering border; 
aren’t; they draw people in. They’re inherently sociable and nur 
ruring, meant to feed friends and family And there’s something 
wildly charming about a gardener who would say, well, I love 
strawberries in the morning, so into the garden go the straw 
berry plants. Of course, everyone always plants way too much 
so you get visits from friends bearing tomatoes, carrots, beets 
or those piesky cucumbers. And just as I have to resist my urge 
to trespass onto construction sites, so I have to fight the Perei 
Rabbit syndrome. Someone else’s tomatoes, hanging fatly or 
the vine, are an incredible temptation, one I can justify in th< 
spirit of saving food from the birds—if I ever were to indulge 
in such thievery. The thought crosses my mind constantly 

Luckily for my nei^bors who grow their own, I spend a lot o 
the summer in a place where farmers—and mere gardeners — 
set our tables along the road and heap them with their har 

vests. For a few dollars crammec 
through the slot cut in the top o 
a coffee can, I load up my bicycle 
baskets with a cornucopia of food; 
strange and familiar. Thank Goc 
for Cole Walker, and the Duffiek 
farm, and for Farm Fresh Excellen' 
Eggs from Sarah’s place.

And, the children would add 
thank God for a great pizza parlor

Dominique Browning, editor
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A N I C H I N I
Fine Linens and Home Furnishings

Retail Store: 466 North Robertson Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90048 • 888.230.5388 
Also at ABC Carpet & Home, New York 212.473.3000 • Arrcllc, Chicago 800.288.3696 

Sue Fisher King Co., San Francisco 888.811.7276 
Trade Inquiries: 800.533.5309 
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letters

french kisses
OOH-LA-LA!
CONGRATULATIONS ON 
“Cordial Cool” [October, 
1999]. I was so happy to see 
Didier Gomez’s apartment 
in your magazine. I love his 
work. His style is so classic 
and modern. I believe it’s the 
way to go for 2000,

OSKAR L. TORRES 
Associate, Sheila Bridges Design 

NewTork,Nr
MY HUSBAND AND I Wanted

to thank you for the wonder
ful article [on our house and 
store] in the October issue 
[“Living Memories”]. We loved 
it, and judging by the number 
of people coming by with the “Paris 
Shopping Guide,” it seems like the 
whole of the United States has read it.

FLORE DE LA MOUSSAYE
Paris, France

December). It is just outside of Paris, 
all right (one hour by car), but you 
have to know French and possess an 
advanced degree in navigational 
orientation to find the place. But 
when you do, an extraordinary 
experience is yours. It not only has 
comforts and vistas—it also connects 
you to centuries past.

EXOTIC CURRY
THANK YOU, THANK YOU, thank 
you for the beautiful article on Tim 
Curry’s garden [“The Garden of 
Rocky Delights,” December). At last 
someone has created something truly 
different that is also beautiful. What 
a novel idea! Kudos to Curry for his 
labor of love restoring that garden.

WILLOW O’NEEL

Webster NT

ESTER WIKER FLETCHERj 
Fresno, CA

TUNING OUT
THE TROUBLE WITH thencwcrop 
of TV decorating shows is that 
the hosts are actors and not designers 
or decorators [“TV Decorating,” 
October). The closest that Christine 
Pullara of Treasure Makers has ever 
been to “shabby chic” is a community 
theater production of Kismet.

HUNG UP ON CLOSETS
SHAME ON you! Three hundred and 
eight dollars for coat hangers, $326 
for sweater storage boxes, $336 for 
muslin garment bags [“Closetmania,” 
November)? Get real.

KENNETH BLAIR 
Pleasanton, CA

PLEASE WRITE US zx House & Garden 
(4 Times Square, New York, NY 
10036). We also accept letters by E- 
mail Oetters@house-and-gardcn.com) 
and fax (212-286-4977). Include your 
name, address, and daytime phone 
number. All submissions become 
the property of House it Garden and 
will not be returned; they may be 
edited and published or otherwise 
used in any medium.

HELEN FRATENA 
Garland, TX

CHECKING IN
ONE WOULD EXPECT interior 
designers to exult over the Plaza, 
the Ritz, the Four Seasons, and the 
Peninsula, but my heart skipped upon 
learning that Orlando Diaz-Azeuy is 
another person who has discovered 
Chateau d’Esclimont [“Hotel Heaven,’

215.679.2222 

visit our garden 
www.rich3rdschultz.com
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Apta collection by Maxalto. Traditional with a contemporary spirit.
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I

Maxalto is a B&6 Italia division. Apta collection designed by /^tonio Citterio.
To reach the dealer nearest you call 1-800-872-1697
B&B Italia U.S.A. INC, 150 East Street, New York, NY 10155.
Internet: http;//www.bebitalia.it E-mail: bbitalia@nyct.net

Also available through Architects and Interiors Designers,

MAXALTO
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American Leather
makes furniture
in 76 colors. Here
are nine of them.

ELCOME TO THE BULL MARKET IN LEATHER. Designers and manufacturers 

are enamored of this age-old material, using it for everything from desks and armoires 

to vases and floors. In our increasingly high-tech world, it has become the ultimate 

high touch material. “Leather dex^sn’t have to mean some nasty 1980s black 

sofa anymore." says Rick Garofalo, president and founder of Repertoire, 

a cutting-edge Boston furniture store that carries leather- 

clad tables in all shapes and sizes by Romeo Sozzi of

w
buzz

page 42

EDITED BY DAN SHAW
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betimes
1. Candles, $32 each, 
from Coach. 2. York Street 
Studio leather lamp,
$460, York Street Studio.
3. Talking Table, $784, 
by Kerr Keller Design for 
Beatrix Nienkamper Furnish 
ings Inc., available through 
Dossier, NYC. 4. La Sarazine 
lamp, $2,395, from Hermes. 
5. Tivoli Leather Canisters, 
$80 to $105, from Room.

Italy “Leather is fashionable, 
practical, and can be manipu
lated in many ways." Indeed, a 
leather living room can be a 
many-splendored thing. Amer
ican Leather, Inc., a red-hot 
Dallas manufacturer, has seen 
its sales soar nearly jo percent 
in the past year, becaase it offers 
frames ranging from the tradi
tional to the avant-garde, in 
76 standard colors of leather.
(Brown is the best seller; a deep 
red is No. 6, and a yellow is No.
10.) The company’s success 
stems also from its promise to 
custom-build a chair or sofa 
in just two \reeks. “People are 
pleased that they can get what 
they want when they want it,” 
says American Leather vice 
president Cary Benson.

Leather’s versatility contributes to its ubiquity “I’m mixing it 
in a room with mohair and a silk-plaid taffeta," says Boston 
designer Cheryl Katz, who is decorating a house for a young soft
ware tycoon. “Like many men, he’s more comfortable with leather 
than with fabrics. We found him a wonderful leather headboard 
and a baseball-stitched desk. I wa.s so relieved he didn’t want a 
Chesterfield or some slick, envelope-arm Italian thing.”

Many of today’s hottest 
interior designers arc refer
encing Frank, whose luxe 
minimalism depended on 
simple, high-quality materi
als. “As a material, leather 
speaks for itself," says Linda 
Zelcnko, a partner in a Cionnecticut company, 'York Street Stu«.li<j 
which makes leather lamps, floor tiles, towel rings, and drawer pulls 
“Leather offers texture for rooms,” says Garofalo. “And for mod 
em rooms with a limited palette, a variety of textures is essential.’ 

Leather can transform desks and coffee tables into magic.i 
objects. “They have a textural component that solid wood piece; 
are lacking,” saj^ Eric Brand, who designed the new Home Col 
lection for Mulholland Brothers, a San Francisco leather good; 
company that began by producing fly-fishi cases in the 1980s aju

ou CAN TRACE THE CURRENT lust fot leather back to the 
1920S and the renowned Parisian designerJean-Michel Frank 
(who got the leather for his furniture from Hermes, which 

now makes its own exquisite leather furniture), “He is a god to all 
of us,” says Teddy Edelman, whose to-thc-tradc firm, Edelman 
Leather, is a leading supplier of sumptuous calfskins and cowEides 
to architects and interior designers. ‘All the Bauhaus furniture was 
done in leather. Mies and Corbusier worked in leather,”

y

forever leatherThe history of leather parallels the history of humankind—from technological develop- 
ind the exchange of ideas among cultures. — Leslie brennerments to the establishment of trade routes-

<1.8 million b.c. 2,000 B.C. V (600-1,200 B.C.
Tep>ees dot the Great Plains.I Homo erectans may 

I have heard of the leather 
bikini, but it would be 

. thousands of years before 
*1 Hollywood films It.

The oxford is bom 
when soft wraparound 
leather shoes with rawhide 
laces become the rage 
among Mesopotamians,

[— 500,000 B.c. — 11 B.C. V 5b.c. Coptic A 
monks of northeast 
Africa were renowned 
fcrbir>ding books wil‘ 

^ decorated
L i leather.

Early hominids don 
crudely sewn animal hides.

Imitating nature, Chinese ■ 
warriors wear five to seven 
layers of rhinoceros skins 
for protection in battle.40,000 B.C. 6,000 B.C. Neo------ •

llthic peoples develop methods 
for converting animal hides 
and skir^ into leather. 1

Cro-Magnon architects 
offer homeowners a variety 
of animal-hide huts.

I—P



Another daj. For Little Me.

ploomingdale’s Dayton’s Hudson’s Marshall Fields NoFQstrom
1.800.533.kids www.littleme.com
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BatZharg at
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hide times

great1. Royal Palm leather 
throw blanket, $5,375, 
the Ralph Lauren Home 
Collectkm, NYC. 2. Flo
rence Leather Tumbler, 
$185, by Heartwood, from 
Room. 3. Knitted leather 
pillows, $360 each, by 
Alma Home, from Room.
4. Magazine box, $295, 
from Banana Republic.

■ f you've got a PG-13 
leather fetish, then 
you’re probably 
familiar with Roots, 

the Canadian retailer 
known for its hip but 
sensible leather shoes, 
jackets, and bags. Now 
comes Roots Home, 
a collection of furniture 
and accessories that— 
in keeping with the 
company's broad style mandate—will suit your taste whether you’re 
a midcentury modernist or a hockey player In Sault Sainte Mane.
On a recent trip to the Roots store in New York’s SoHo, we found 
1950s-inspired leather chairs and 340-count cotton sateen bed linens. 
There were also kid-friendly furnishings, such as leather beanbags 
and blankets designed to look like hockey socks—the latter a 
“big bar mitzvah gift” north of the border, says Cathy Belzberg. a 
Torontonian who helped develop the line, The standouts are the 
furniture, including a Miesian chaise longue and colorful cubes and 
ottomans. These were designed by architect Diane Bald, who is 
married to Roots cofounder Michael Budman and used to work with 
Andr6e Putman, the renowned Pans-based designer. For the price

point, these pieces 
are well made; each 
one is created by 
hand in Toronto. 
Available from the 
company’s New York 
and Canadian 
stores, the collection 
is just the thing for 
when you’re ready to 
lay down some roots.
—INGRID ABRAMOVITCH

now makes hundreds of 
leather products.

“You can wake up in a 
Mulholland bed, pull a 
Kleenex from a Mulhol
land tissue holder, and 
look at your loved one's 
photograph in a Mul
holland frame, then pick 

up your Mulholland briefcase and head to work," says co-founder 
Jay Holland. Mulholland prides itself on delivering style with soul. 
“As society gets more fast-paced and synthetic, people want a finger 
in the past,” Holland says. “Leather is the oldest material for clothes 
and tools. It has a wonderful history.”

EED KRAKOFF, presidcnt/cxecutivc creative director of Coach, 
which started making furniture with Baker last year and recently 
introduced a home accessories collection, says that leather is 

an antidote to our computerized world. “People want things that 
are tactile,” he says. “Leather is the ultimate naniral material." And 
the hand-stitched detailing that shows up on many new leather 
pieces is a nod to old-fashioned craftsmanship. Garofalo notes, “It 
brings the hand of the artist back to the designer object.”

Finally, from Banana Republic to B+B Italia, leather is an ea.sy 
sell. “Good leather lasts a lifetime," says Edelman. Adds Garofalo: “It 
gets better with age—you can’t say that about most fabrics.”—d.s.

r

middle ages > J908 1929 1980sHenry Ford's open- v — 
air Model-T comes with leather 

upholstery.

The king and v 
queen of Spain sit on Mies 
van der Rohe chairs at the 
Barcelona World’s Fair. The 
chair becomes known as— 
you guessed rt— 
the Barcelona.

Robert Mapple^orpe's m 
m-leather photos send shockwave*;Bavarians wear lederhosen. 

Leather guilds 
are started. 1 ■

t
1305 Edward I 
Invents shoe sizes when 
he decrees that one inch 
shall equal three dried 
barleycorns. A child's fool 
that measures 12 barley
corns becomes size 12.

Lmid-1800s Power-driven 
machines can now split, flesh, 
and dehair animal hides. New 
chemical dyes produce brighter 
colors. Artificial leathers appear.<1538 1954 In The Wild a 

Ones. Marlon Brando gives 
leather a whole new image 
and becomes a generational 
icon. Soon, many schools ban 
Brando's biker jacket, because 
It symbolizes teen rebellion,

Titian depicts 
a gilt-leather 
hanging in 
his painting 
'^nusofUrbino.

1626 L1941 Peter Schlumbohm >
cooks up the hourglass-
shaped, leatfter-thonged T I
Chemex coffeemaker. » V I

Gustavus II Adolphus 
of Sweden introduces a light
weight. highly mobile—but 
highly dangerous—leather gun.
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hot tomatoes Everything you ever wanted to know about tomatoes (but were afraid to ask) can 
be found on the Internet. Could any other vegetable (okay, we know it’s a fruit) inspire so many obsessive people to build Web sites?

WEB SITE YIELD TIPS UNK5

POWER TOMATOES
United States 
Department 

of Agnculture
WWW,srs,usda.gov/is/tom

Free copies of Sustainable 
Production of Fresh-Market 

Tomatoes and Other 
Summer Vegetables \Mth 

Organic Mulches

Information on howtt) use 
Hairy Vetch (Vfcca vt^osa). a 
spindly legume. is the 
"Mercedes of cover crops" 

for most parts of 
the United States

USDA Vegetable 
Laboratory

Beltsville Agricultural 
Research Center

vww.barc.usda.gev/psi/vl/home.htm

MR. TOMATO, 
THE GARDENING 

INNOVATORS
www.mrtomato.com

Crush eggshells and mix 
them into your soil, because 

tomatoes need calcium. 
Or, you can add powdered 
milk to your watenng can.

Canadian gardening family ttiat 
promotes Kozy-CoaS, water- 

filled plastic tubes that you 
wrap around tomato plants to 
keep them wanm when there 

is still a danger of frost

Juicy Bits, the company's txvline 
newsletter, reports on 

everything from seaweed spraying 
to slug management. 

www.mrtomata.com/juicybits.ntml

t INTERNET SHRINE
TO THE TOMATO

I produced by Randy fe
^ Irmis, Northbrook, IL ^

' http://members.aol.com/RBI82/ 
f randyitom8to.html

To keep plants from falling 
over, stake them with an 

18-in,-by-4-fl. tomato cage 
made of dog wire 

(a sturdier, taller version 
of chicken wire).

Advice on growing tomatoes, 
along with information on 

Randy's interests, including 
dinosaurs, the trombone, and 

Sun-Tzu's TheArtofV^r

The Center for 
American Archaeology
www.caa-archeology.org 

Illinois State Geological Survey
nttp://www.isgs.uiuc.edu/dinos/

surKjance.html

TOMATO GROWERS 
^ SUPPLY CO.

Linda and Vince Sapp 
www.tomatogfOMvers.com

Seeds for black, green, orange, 
and white tomatoes, as 

well as for tomatillos and 
peppers: also for sale: 

txxiks and posters.

To make homemade salsa, 
purchase the Salsa 

Collection of seeds ($5.75); 
LaRoma VF Hybnd, Jatapeno 

M. Garden Salsa Hybrid, 
and Toma Verde Tomatilio,

Recipes for
Fresh Tomato Salad Dressing
and for baked stuffed peppers 
nttp://www.tomatogrowers.com/ 

rBcipe.htm

k GROWING 
“ TOMATOES IN J 
2 HOUSTON [
* Donald Ray Burger, \ 

attorney at law 
www.burger.com/tomindex.htm

Fall is an excellent time to 
grow tomatoes in Houston; 
insect problems are dimin
ished, Put out fall tomatoes 
dunng second half of July.

Advice on everything from 
fertilizing to controlling fire 

ants, for vegetable gardeners
in the Lone Star State

Hummingbirds in Houston
http://www.burger.com/hbtndex.htm

Wlldflowers in Texas
htlp://www.burger.com/wfindex,htm

Gardening on the radio
http://www.burger.com/g8rdrad.htm

f4

log on to the simple life
is a gift to be simple, especially on 
the Internet. Shakerworkshops.com 
sells all manner of Shaker-designed 
things—tables, chairs, baskets, 

candles, peg boards, cupboards—that 
are models of clarity and ingenuity. You 
can buy furniture already finished or. for 
half the costand a lot more fun, make 
it yourself from a kit. If the directions for 
weaving a chair seat stymie you. the Web 
site’s interactive program will take you through the process. When 
you're done, sit on your new chair and click on to articles about the legendary Shaker 
sect, a directory of their sites and museums, or the monthly recipe. There's also a 
calendar of workshops at Shaker villages around the country—how to make a candle 
box or an end table, say. or drive a team of horses. Sign us up. —katrine ames

j
Jii

IT- I'
1 The reck maple chair kit comet with 
everything, even sandpaper. 2. The back 
is preassombled; you glue the rest, and 
apply the stain of your choice. 3. Attach 
cotton tape in one direction. 4. Weave 
tape of contrasting color; be seated.

vi:
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April il, 1977. Freaked you out so bad you had to bury it.

Jan. 25, 2000. Unearth on Alibris for son who shares your sci-fi gene.

alibris
www.alibris.com

Books you thought you’d never find.



the king of all outdoors
ichard Frinier is a landscape architect’s best friend. Th* Straamline

collection’s vinyl
The president and founder of DesignResource, the tubular seating

comes in suchcreative division of Brown Jordan, he has spent nearly 20
colors as Pool,

years designing status pool and patio furniture that helps Sun, and Chrome.

make backyards beautiful. “The outdoors is the biggest room in your house." says

Fnnier, whose first big hit was 1982's Quantum collection, a modernist

group that recalls Alvar Aalto. "That was my quantum leap. You see it on the

deck of almost every new glass house published in a design magazine." He

took another giant step recently with the introduction of the Streamline and Fusion

collections. For Streamline, above, he has made seating out of tinted vinyl

tubing. “It allows light to pass through, which enlivens the design," he says. Frinier

is equally excited about the

work that DesignResource does

for Casual Living, which sells

to Sears and V\tel-Mart; “It's an

opportunity and privilege to know

that your designs can affect so many people.'

how to keep them down on the farm
mt I n 1942, Ed Robinson, an adman 

at J. Walter Thompson, his wife, 
Caroiyn, a social worker and 
model, and their young son, 
Jackie, were prevented from 
picnicking in New York's Central 

H Park; as a result, they decided to 
a move to the country. To help finance 
I their Connecticut dream house, the 

couple devised a homesteading plan, 
figuring they could raise most of their 
own food on an acre or so and enjoy 
the fruits of self-sufficiency. Since Ed 
was as much marketer as farmer, they 
branded their scheme The “Have-More” 
Plan. That's also the name of their book 
(Storey Publishing, S9.95), which has

been in print for more than half a century. It’s 
filled with advici •still relevant—on such 
topics as planting a vegetable garden and 
orchard and deciding how big your flock of 
squabs should be. It might seem odd that the 
boy who grew up canning fruit and making 
compost would become an investment 
banker. But as president of the Winslow 
Management Company, Jackson Robinson 
honors his parents’ commitment to healthy 
living on a healthy planet by investing only 
in environmentally responsible companies, 
such as Whole Foods Market, the natural- 
food grocery chain. “Being environmentally 
sensitive not only helps the earth,” he says, 
“it helps your portfolio. And we've got 
the numbers to prove it."—sabine rothman
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luscious crop
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4 HOUSEmysterious, cult house high 

above the Mediterranean; a 
sumptuous knot garden on 

the outskirts of San Francisco; the 
smoldering, romantic city ofVenicc: 
these are places that inflame our hearts 
and minds. Go ahead and surrender. 
Sate your desires with this month’s 
irresistible bundle of books.

that UVMW MYTH

RODALE BOOKSni25l8ch) J. I. Rodale 
is one of the fathers of organic gardening. 
The zealous tone and kitschy photography 
of these two reissued classics may cause 
chuckles, but the advice is still sound.

MALAPARTE (Clarkson Potter, $50) 
Perched on the cliffs of Capri. Malaparte is 
a design-world legend. In this alburn, artists 
from Ed Koren to Philippe Starck sing the 
praises of the house and the man who built it.

PEONIES (Abrams. $35) Delightful 
archival images of peacocks, peonies, 
and painted panels grace this sumptuous, 
exhaustive survey by English gardening 
guru Jane Feamley-Whittingstall. ____

PUSHKIN PRESS ($12.95 each) The six 
volumes of neglected treasures from this 
small press come jacketed by theme (rose 
for obsession, blue for Venice). How nice— 
paperbacks that look as good as they read!

DAVID HICKS: MY KIND OF GARDEN
(Antique Collectors' Club, $50) Hicks was 
as fabulously opinionated about gardens as 
he was about decoration. Some that made the 
grade: California's Filoli. and his own estate.

iV-r
m.

►V
ftIt*

I'l
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GEHRY fllil 

funky models, and vivid photography bring 
33 of the architect’s projects to life. But 
the real gift in this wonderful book Is Gehry's 
refreshingly lucid and personable text.

lizzoii, $65) Wild sketchesUVING WITH CERAMICS (RIzzoll, $50) 
Annabel Freyberg is more celebratory 
than scholarly in this enticing album 
of houses and rooms, where the star 
furnishings can be held in your hands.

ONE HUNDRED FLOWERS (Bulfinch 
Press, $50) Harold Feinstein’s gorgeous 
images are almost pornographic in their 
luscious detail. Can blossoms such as 
these really exist outside of dreams?

cartoonist bruce eric kaplan’s hit listD READING

DEPRESSION MODERN: THE THIRTIES 
STYLE IN AMERICA (Universe Books) 
“This book has been next to my 
drawing table for years. I’ve looked 
at the photographs so many times, 
they're imprinted on my brain.” 
HIRSCHFELD ON LINE (Applause) “Each 
drawing is a lesson in elegance ar>d sim
plicity. And it's incredibly fun. Obviously.” 
THE WRITER’S DESK (Random House) 
“Photographs of writers, and essays 
about where they work. Each writer

seems so hopeful and respectful about 
the creative process—it's quite inspiring.” 
JUUUS SHULMAN: ARCHITECTURE AND 
ITS PHOTOGRAPHY (Taschen) “Okay, 
okay—I know California architecture 
has been wildly overexposed, but these 
photographs are so beautiful. Most of 
the images in this book break my heart.”
A COURSE IN MIRACLES (Viking) “When 
I run out of ideas and get panicked that 
I'll never have one again, I pick this up to 
calm myself down. It sometimes worfts.”
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IT’S NOT WHAT EVERYBODY ELSE IS DOING

01999 QM Corp. All Rights Resetved.

If you're going to wed yourself to something, make sure it unconditionally 

honors your every need and desire, it loves the same things you do, it has 

a really great body and, above all, it performs.

start something OldSmolDil©.www.oldsmobile.com
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euro by meredith etherington smith

waging war on ghastly good taste ylA/A A
(ffi

week or so ago, I suddenly found myself, a now voyager, glissading from 
archaic Chinese pots to minimalist contemporary art. My tour guide was 
distinguished Belgian art and antiques dealer Axel Vervoordt. Involved in 

dealing since he was 14 and in architectural restoration since he was 21, Vervoordt 
has, for the past 15 years, made his home, and pursued his business, in a pale, turreted,
fifteenth-century moated castle outside Antwerp.

Clients such as Bill Blass and Nina Griscom. virtually 
any Europ>ean royal worthy of an 1 IKl 1 or an^ARrand^ 
designers such as Dries van Noteirfiaw found their way 
to this enchanted taste hcadqji^ters.

Vervoordt’s castle is a home for his wife and far|iily, as well 
as a glorious stage, set by him, with constantly '• 
evolving rooms full of extraordinary objects.
He is not keen on the GGTQihistly 
good taste) of a room furnished only 
with matching eighteenth-centurv 
furniture. Cl don’t like it—too 
much surface decoration and gilt 
for me.") No. Vervoordt 
has swashbuckling taste, 
which allows him to 
make connections 
throughout the 
entire history of 
culture. He 
mixes, for
instance, a jP 
huge Sung jade 
piece with a
Fontana slash painting, 
a rough shepherd’s table from 
the Pyrenees with sixteenth-century 
wooden-and-ivory turned urns. Heavily 
carved seventeenth- and eighteenth- 
century frames lend gravitas and amuse
ment to Picasso's enchanting matchbox 
paintings, executed for his mistress Dora Maar.

At the other end of the scale, a huge painting by Antoni 
Tapies hangs from floor to ceiling in a room with Fontana’s 
Natura ball; opposite is a Ming chair of abraded elm.

“ I think the twentieth century has been a century that 
made a lot of new things in pla.stic that were used once 
and thrown away,” says Vervoordt, over a jolly lunch shared 
with the black-leather-clad members of Ars Musica. an 
avant-garde music ensemble from Brussels. "There is no 
more space to store everything the twentieth century 
has thrown away; but I think the twenty-first century is 
going CO be one of recovery, of valuing things from the 
past and using them in new ways,”

Now Vervoordt has acquired another stage for his eclectic 
endeavors, a former grain store and distillery. Here, against 
rough cement floors or brick walls, illuminated by vast

a
industrial spotlights and serenaded by the sounds 
of mating frogs (thanks to Ars Musica), Vervoordt 
a»<Wu4 sons Boris and Dtcfc are projecting a radical 
view ofli»w to live and be inspired by great works 
ofart.TJi^ believe that this new context, with its sharp 

conrfas«y will suit twenty-first-cenrury life. “For the 
future^^u know, people will want space, peace, and 

edom," says Vervoordt, “and therefore, what they 
live with must be rigorously organized within space.'

The ground floor of the grain store gives a 
numinous impression, like the temple of Kamak, 
and is devoted to mysterious, often headless,
Khmer and Buddhist statues, together with sculptural 
fragments of the ancient world. In the distillery,

Vervoordt has placed extraordinary 
furniture in huge spaces. A Baroque 
fruirwood con.sole, for instance,

fre

* is placed against a whitewashed brick 
wall, which gives it authority and 
edge. A group of candelabra by 

I Paul Storr arc so much more
f eloquent, not to say grandiloquent, 
when seen in sharp contrast to a 

red brick wail. A collection of library 
steps and ladders form abstract shapes 

in another room.
Seeing these grand and not so grand works 

anew, thrust out of their cozy times-past context 
into a minimal, even industrial environment, gave 

'Vny eye a healthy .shock.
Looking at the huge 
volumes of the silos
and at the vaulted 
red brick halls 
punctuated by 
wonderful furniture 
and objects, each 
in its own serene 
space, I think I 
understood that 
the apparent dead 
end of late-rwentieth- 
century industrial 
minimalism will, 
in fact, open out m
into the next *
chapter of taste. ^
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ornamental threads
mbroidery is experiencing a renaissance. “We’ve moved
past the days of highly compulenzed embroidery on towels.'

Chair, right,says Janet Rodriquez, owner of Embroidery Palace in Los
Angeles. Working with a talented staff and vintage sewing machines, dressed in

Embroideryshe fulfills requests from decorators who want to embellish lamp-
Palace’s quittedshades, draperies, valances, headboards, and ottomans. »n India, entire
diamondvillages are being reinvigorated by the demand for hand-produced
needlework.needlework—a skill that is often passed down from generation to
Mule andgeneration, according to Phil Sadick, co-ovmerof Chelsea Textiles in
purse, below,New York. In a world obsessed

pillows from y
Top ar>d Chelseawith the future, how appealing

Textiles.that even the newest embroidery
Royal Hut; has a sensuous link to the past.
middle plHbw
from Ta

.J'
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stall^llSiL^coa bypaulfo

who ya gonna call?
know it sounds as though I’m banging on about midcentury modernism

s all the time, but in case you haven’t noticed, it is the twenty-first century.
(Okay, it’s not till 2001.) Still, doesn’t “midtwentieth century” sound

just the way “midnineteenth century” used to? Anyway, to get to my point,
midtwentieth-century design is here to stay, and
everyone wants a piece of the action. The 
first thing you have to do is score the 
house—'Ellwood, Neutra, Koenig, 
whoever—get one. Second, 
you must sell your firstborn to ■ 
pay for this money pit. Finally, ■ 
you must find an architect who R 
is sympathetic to this school « 
and who will research and restore 
your baby to within an inch of 
its former glory—and beyond.

The boys to hire are Santa Monica’s 
Leo Mairmri and Ron Radziner, who 
cut their restoring teeth fixing the 
mistakes that they found on houses 
designedly their contemporaries. This Hn 
^prenticeship put them in good stead to S|w ||m uf 
work on the modernists’ masterpieces, KB U
who.se roofs are notoriously leaky. Iqh B||L |]| ^
Their first client owned Ncutra’s Kun JBjT 
House No. 2, which needed serious 
help, The boys made everything more ” 
than beautiful again. Word spread, and eventually led to 
their restoring Neutra's Kaufmann House in Palm Springs for 
Brent and Beth H^ris, which set the restoration bar at an 
Olympian level. One of their next projects was overhauling 
the Brown house in Bel Air for Gucci’s Tom Ford; it also 
allowed them to one-up Neutra by using materials that had 
proved too costly for Mr. Brown.

“We love to explore the architectural history of L. A.,”
Marmol says. “It’s a great education, but we also like to 
balance it out with something less high-profile. We recently 
completed a child-care center at I AX and are currently working 
on a school project in South Central LA.” Now that sounds very 
midtwenty-first century—architects with a social conscience.

starturn
One diversion that Hollywood still has to offer is star sighting.
At the recent opening on La Brea of the newly expanded studios 
of interior designer Kwry Joyce, guests were treated to the 
spectacle of the leggy Julie Newmar draped languidly over i
a file cabinet. Very Catwoman. “I've had to expand,” Joyce A

\kfvK^

explains, “to accommodate a huge demand by clients, ” 
And Catwoman is one? “No, she’s ny very glamorous 

»JK landlady!" Landwoman? Catlady? What was my
point? Right, Kerry Joyce’s reputation is 

wF growing, and not just on the West Coast.
The house he designed for Ian Schrager 

in the Hamptons was much admired, and 
jUBf landed him a commission to redecorate 

Andy Warhol's old Manhattan town house 
for MTV honcho Tom Freston. Joyce’s clean, 

law elegant style has a modem edge, but its roots 
/ jBf are definitely nineteenth century “ I’ve just 

Kid Eis*e6eWotfe's House m Gooii Taste, asidi

V

it’s amazing," Joyce says. “Her opinions are totally 
relevant to today." Currently, he’s building four 
houses—in four different styles (from French 
Mediterranean to Cape Cod!). “When I complete 
a project, it has the feel of a solid, well-built 
house from the thirties,"Joyce says, “but with 
subtle improvement.s that accommodate the 

^ contemporary client’s needs. Technology is 
hidden. A badly placed A.C. switch can ruin 

a room for me.” He’s also trying to expand beyond his love 
of white and beige and gray. “I’m working on this," he confides. 
“For the Freston project, I’ve found some beautiful saffron- 
colored silk to make into huge curtains for the dining room. 
I’m a little nervous, but I think it will look amazing.” Go 
for it, Kerry. 1 hear that

i

saffron is the new white!
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Sar^r by
zarubin

n1
Fruit-Scented
Sage

r.
‘Blue
Spires'
Rosema Herbal infusions are one of my favorite ways to end a

meal. Refreshing and subtly flavored, they cleanse the
palate andpique the senses without the caffeine of tea
or coffee. Rather than use dried herbs, which can be
bitter and intense. I steep fresh leaves. My favorite
sources are Indian Rock Produce (800-882-0^12) and the
magnificently obsessed John Lingle, whose organic herb
catalog (800-708-06^^ runsfrom belladonna (deadly
nightshade) to pink rosemary. As for presentation.Roman \ 

Chamomile there's nothing cooler than the infiision trolley filled
with pots of herbs at Alain Ducasse's restaurant in
Monte Carlo. And cbez Zarubin? I bring out a trayMoujean
ofplants that I’ve put into vintage terra-cotta pots.
Guests snip their choices for doe ultimate custom blend.With my grape 

shears from 
Berkeley Horti
cultural Nursery 
{510-526-4704), 
guests can cut 
their own leaves.

I love glass teapots. ^ 

because you can 
watch the color of 
your drink change I 

as It brews. But I 
never use the m- 
fusers that come with 
them; for real flavor, 
leaves need room to steep.

I'm obsessed
with the elegant
and simple
lines of the
MoMA Design
Store's Kyoto
glass teapot

Orange
Thyme

Pineapple Sage

from the Gardener (in
'I L. Becker Flowers inCA. 510-548-4545).

New York (212-439-
6001) has a wonder
ful trove of antique 
glass and vintage 
terra-cotta pots.

Lemon Thyme 
and Spearmint

I can never get 
enough of the soft, 
citrusy flavor of tamon 
verbena and Meyer 
lemon peel. It's 
a combination that 
I love to serve at the 
end of dinner parties.

I
Rosemary

For intimate gatherings.
I steep single servings 
right in the cup. Glass 
teacups, at the MoMA 
Design Store (800-793- 
3167): zinc tray, at Troy 
(in NYC. 212-941-4777). Housel^^Gaiden • MARCH 2000

4ilmon Verbena





16C- ■ A golden
crown dances
atop a jet
of water in
one of the
many grottoes
of Austria's
Heilbrunn.
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catch. Many carnivorous plants lur( 
insects with an intoxicating, narcotic 
nectar that their prey fall into anc 

^ drown in. “A happy little death," say* 
Marilee Maertz, co-owner of Cali- 

fomia Carnivores, a mail-order 
source for such carnivorous 
plants as American pitcher plants 
Cape sundews, bladderworts 
and, to warm the hearts of pre 
adolescent boys, good-old flytraps 

Many carnivores are grown best 
in containers. Most will thrive in i 

soil mix of half sphagnum peat anc 
y half Perlite, dampened with either 
' rainwater or low-sodium distilled water 

Ordinary tap water is fatal to most 
Venus flytraps.

Maertz says, "If you can learn to 
grow a flytrap, you can grow just 
about any carnivorous plant." The 
planting and care of carnivores is sim
ple. After adding the prepared soil to 
a container, make appropriate-sized 
holes in the soil, unpot the carnivores, 
tuck them in, and gently firm the 

soil around them. Car 
nivores are the perfect 
pot plants for those 
who have a tendency to 
overwater. In the fall, let

by carol king

constant
craving

Venus flytraps are the best known, and 
seemingly the most accident-prone, 
plants on the carnivorous market, usu
ally dying within days of coming into 
the possession of an ii-year-old boy.

“Mom, can I have a snake and feed it 
mice?”

“No, Freddy"
“Then, can I have a

Carnivorous plants 
are finally getting a 
place at the table RESOURCES

Ithough vegetarianism is be
coming increasingly popular 
among human beings, carnivo

rous plants pay no attention to fads. But 
oddly enough, the fact that carnivorous 
plants are becoming a fad in their own 
right may just save them from extinction. 
More than 95 percent of the wetlands 
that were home to carnivorous plants in 
the Southeast have been destroyed. Patios 
and sunny windowsills may soon be the 
only places where these plants survive.

Vanishing habitats aside, the best rea
son to grow carnivorous plants is that 
they arc beautiful, colorful, and easy to 
grow, once you know what they need.

piranha, and feed it NURSERY 
goldfish.’” California Carnivores 

7020 Trenton-Healdsburg Road hardy carnivores go
dormant in a chilly space 
such as a garage, and 

www.califomiacamivores.com bring the rropicals inside 
BOOK

‘No!'
Then, can I have a Forestville, CA

Venus flytrap, and feed 707-838-1630 
it flies?'

“Well. Okay
Sadly, the only item The Savage Garden: Cuttivating windowsill. An occa

sional dried-insect deli-

to winter on a sunny

that is sure to die is the Carnivorous Plants, by Peter 
flytrap. Growing camiv- O’Amato (Ten Speed Press) 
orous plants is not 
difficult. It’s just different.

Most carnivorous plants grow in 
nutrient-deficient wet soil, where they 
have no source of sustenance other than shine and rainwater.

cacy from the pet shop 
will keep housebound 

plants happy until summer, when they 
can fend for themselves outside.

All that these plants require is sun-

the little protein packages that they They know how to feed themselves.!

haying the munchies An easy-to-grow selection of meat eaters
Cljie funjewj

— STEPHEN ORK

(l)iona»J (‘Drofi
f(L ca

J'Hirl

\

Keep the humidity high, 
and you’ll get more pitchers 

on these beauties.

Brightly colored pitchers 
follow showy flowers 
on these hardy North 

American natives.

Perfect fo These sticky-armed sundews 
thrive in waterlogged soil, 

and flourish all year without 
a dormancy period.

windowsill. It’s best to trim 
off the traps of these 
carnivores after their 

postprandial withering.
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Black tie is optional but a 300^orsepowerV-8 is standard in the world’s most powerful full-size luxury SUV There's room for seven in three rows of iCdth; 
trimmed seats. And up to 8,900 pounds towing capacity. Call 800-688-8898, visit www,lincolnvehides.com or see an authorized Lincoln Navigator rii-: i'

I Lincoln Navigator. American Luxury



PEAR'FECT FAKES
Thr«e hand-painted

ceramic William Red pears

with wooden stems. S32
each, front Gardens.
Austin, TX. S12<451-S490.

forbidden fruit
These pears may look ripe enough to eat, but whatever you do, do not take a bite. For while 
this fruit may look uncannily real, it—like the other edibles featured on these pages—is faux. 
They are the work of decorative artists who are taking inspiration from their gardens and from 
farmers’ markets filled with heirloom varieties of fruits and vegetables. It’s food for thought.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY LISA CHARLES WATSON PRODUCED BY NEWELL TURNER
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FROM A PORCELAIN TURNIP to R Sterling silvct asparagus butich, Tcplicas of ftuits 
and vegetables are being fashioned in a variety of media. Boston artist Katherine Houston, 
who created the hard-paste porcelain turnips and acorn squash shown here, cites influences
CORNUCOPIA From top: The Purple Cabbage stoneware serv
ing bowl, $135, designed by Patricia Garrett for Great impressions, 
is available from the Gardener, Berkeley, CA. 510-548-4545.
Sitting inside is a sterling silver Buccellati cauliflower tureen,
$7,200, which comes with a glass liner for holding soups. 800- 
223-7885. The cauliflower and fennel bulb, $20 each, from a set of

nine ceramic vegetables, and wild lettuce box, $34, are all from 
Vietri. 800-277-5933. Katherine Houston designed the porcelain 
turnips, $525 for a pair, available from Scully and Scully, NYC. 800- 
223-3717. Lady Anne Gordon’s handmade, glazed-porcelain 
artichoke is from Hinson & Co., NYC. The asparagus, made in a 
silver-coated mold, $50, is from Ruzzetti & Gow, NYC. 212-643-0096.

Houk jTGarden - march 200054
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from Dutch still-life paintings to English botanicals. Trained as an artist in an era of abstra«L J 
expressionism, she nevertheless has always been drawn to realistic representations of nature 
An orange isn't completely round, or completely orange,” Houston says, “I try to study whaf 
makes it unique.” Humbler objects, perhaps, but just as lifelike, are the $12 wood-resin fruits 
that are a popular item at Avery on Bond, a New York antiques and furniture store, where
YOU’RE PLUM STRAIGHTThe lifelike quality of the faux fruits, 
including apples and pears, at the New York City antiques and 
furniture shop Avery on Bond, has led more than one visitor to

u

believe that they were the real thing. The half-dozen dark wood- 
resin plums, $12 each, above, are particularly realistic and 
popular. Available from Avery on Bond, NYC. 212-614-1492.

HouseOrGorden - march zoot,-
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A FEAST FOR THE EYES Top row, left; Gunnel Sahlln designed 
the Frutteria glass bananas, S60 each, for Kosta Boda. The 
bananas are hand*fashioned, making each one unique. They are 
available from the Gallery Orrefors Kosta Boda, NYC. 800-3S1- 
9842. Top row, right: The stoneware muskmelon vase, S38, and 
stoneware casaba vase, $37, are available from the Gardener. 
The Opu vase, $32, Is available from the Source Perrier Collec
tion. Real melons and gourds are used as molds for the vases, 
all of which are by Great Impressions. The three hand-painted 
ceramic lady apples In the foreground, $32 each, have wooden

stems, were made In England, and are available from Gardens, 
Austin, TX. 512-4S1-549Q. Katherine Houston's porcelain acorn 
squash in the front, $695, is available from Scully and Scully, NYC. 
Bottom row, left: The still-life sculpture Figs on a White Plate, $64, 
was made in northern Italy of hand-painted, glazed terra-bianca 
clay, and Is available from Vietri. Bottom row, right: The pate de 
verre crystal limes with bronze leaves, $200 each, are made in 
France and are available from the Daum Boutique, NYC, 212-355- 
2060; or by mail order from L'Art de Vivre, 800^11-6515. The 
wood-resin lemons, $12 each, are available from Avery on Bond.

S8 HouicwGarden - MARCH looo
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■JTo us, they’re so much more than handles and locks. Because, after all, the hardware that adorn^^g 

our patio doors is a product of the exclusive Perma-Shicld* System. This unique way of building,"?! 

backing, and servicing products has made our patio doors America's favorite.’ We select materials 

that meet the highest standards, then craft them for la.sting beauty and performance. With patio 

doors this elegant, don’t be surprised if you find yourself in search of a matching 

pair of earrings. To learn more, call 1-800-426-4261, ext. 3422.
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one customer recently purchased 6o of the faux plums. “Everyone wants that fresh bowl 
of fruit on the table, but who actually wants to maintain it?” Randy McDannell, the shop’s 
co-owner, asks. And if you’re amazed by the detail in Ruzzetti & Gow’s silver ears of corn, 
it is because they were molded from the real thing. “Obviously, God is the ultimate designer, 
says owner Christopher Gow. “We just embellish His work.”—ingrid abramovitch

shapes. The farms ara than dipped into sterling silver, creating 
decorative objects, such as these ears of com, $120 each. Avail
able from Mecox, NYC. 212-249-S301. Sources, see back of book.

n

PRICK UP YOUR EARS New York-based designers Christopher 
Gow and Giampiero Ruzzetti of Ruzzetti & Gow hand-pick 
perfectly formed fruit and vegetables, and have molds made of their

6o HouKOTG<rden • march 2000



EVER LOOK
down and see a

REFLECTION
ofyourselfp

You don’t live in a museum. You live in a home. With children and pets, science projects and 
dinner parties. That’s why our rugs and carpets come in such a wide selection of distinctive 
designs, rich textures and carefullv chosen hues. Everything from the casually elegant to the 
traditionally sophisticated. And all crafted to last. So they don't just fit where you live. But \ 

the way you live as well. Pictured is Floral Isfahan from the Samovar* collection.

3^J^raSta^D
©2000 Karastan. For a Karastan Collections Brochure: 1-800-2H-II20. ext. NA25 or karastan.com 

Plea.se contact your local interior designer
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PLEASE SEND FIVE DOLLARS TO REQUEST OUR FULL-COLOR BROCHURE. THE MICHAEL TAYLOR DESIGNS CATj
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wlio the people behind the organic food movement 
wliat the difference between a tasteless tomato and a sun-ripened ‘Red Brandywine’ 
where in seed exchanges, organic farms, and natural food stores across the country 

wh>’ to supply food that’s nutritious and filled with great, old-fashioned flavor

sUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE, Bioengineering. Genctically modified opganisms. Don’t 
let these buzzwords scare you. They’re about the food you eat: the cornflakes on your 

spoon, the tomatoes in your yard. This month, we profile seven people w'ho have made it their 
business to ensure that what goes into our mouths is healthy and safe. Through their example, at 
home or at work, these visionaries are making a global difference in the world of growing food.

WRITTEN BY STEPHEN ORR PHOTOGRAPHS BY STEFAN STUDER

PRODUCED BY CHARLOTTE M. FRIEZE 63



STAR POWER Neil Newman
enjoys the garden at the University
of CaKfernia at Santa Cruz
Research Center. The business \
she co-owns, Newman’s Own
Organics, donates money for
organic farming and gardening

organic munchies
Nell Newman

ou can’t argue with these 
genes. Not only is Neil New
man the daughter of Paul 
Newman and Joanne Wood
ward, but she has also inher
ited their love of good food 
and their sense of environ

mental responsibility. Since her “shocking 
realization” at age ii that the pesticide 
DDT was causing the near extinction of 
her favorite bird (the peregrine falcon), 
Newman has educated herself and her 
father about the importance of organic 
growing practices. “I had a good start,” 
she sa)^. “We grew up eating and learning 
to cook from whatever was growing 
around. Both of my parents are excellent

Newtons name.) As with her father’s 
business, all of the after-tax prohts are 
given to charities. Nell asks her employ 
ees and business associates to nomi
nate worthy causes.

Lately, she has been worried about 
the threats that she feels biotechnology 
poses to her business. “There’s been no 
public discussion, no labeling require
ments, nothing,” she says of an industry 
that is estimated to affect about a quar
ter of the nation’s cropland. She is con
cerned that genetically modified pollen 
from neighboring factory farms could 
drift onto her organic source crops. 
“This threat is more insidious than pes
ticides,” s^ Nell. “That’s DNA they’re 
messing with."
Newman’s Own Organics 
www.newmansownorganlcs.com

cooks. I especially remember Mom’s 
homegrown applesauce.”

Following in the footsteps of her 
father’s successful food business, New
man’s Own Inc. (which has raised more 
than $ioo million for charity), Nell and 
her business partner, Peter Meehan, 
founded an organic branch of the com
pany, Newman’s Own Organics, in 1993. 
“People thought that organic food had 
to taste bad,” says Nell, who lives in 
northern California. “We’re changing 
their minds.” Focusing on snack foods, 
the company started with pretzels 
made from organically grown wheat, 
and later added tortilla chips, cookies, 
chocolate bars, and even Fig New
mans bars. (Paul Newman was able to 
charm Nabisco into letting his daugh
ter’s company piggyback on the Fig

y
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seed historians
Kent and Diane 
Whealy

t
alk to any seed aficionado, and 
you’ll find that all roads lead back 
to 1975, the year Kent and Diane 
Whealy founded Seed Savers Ex
change in Decorah, Iowa. Over 
the following decades, this non

profit group has become a worldwide 
network of 8,000 amateur and profes
sional gardeners. For a small fee, mem
bers can buy or trade more than 12,000 
heirloom fruits and vegetables, most of 
which don’t exist in ordinary seed cata
logs. Functioning as historians of this 
agricultural legacy, the Whealys have 
also opened their home and display gar
den, Heritage Farm, to the public to! 
teach seed-saving techniques.

The Whealys are disturbed by new I 
developments in biotechnology, such as | 
the “terminator gene,” which causes 
seed to self-destruct in its second gen-1 
eration. Another concern is a patent 
filed in 1997 by Monsanto for seed that 
won’t germinate unless exposed to a 
special chemical. (Monsanto says it is 
not actively pursuing research on the 
patent.) “These technologies,” Kent 
says, “are invented to prevent seed sav
ing, a rich heritage that has existed for 
thousands of years."
Seed Savers Exchange catalog, Heritage 
Farm, Decorah, lA; 319-382-5990

green giant
John Mackey

PIONEERS IN THE FIELD Kent and Diane 
Whealy, founders of Seed Savers Ex
change, are Interested in heirloom plants, 
Including 700 types of 19th-century apple 
trees in their orchard. MARKET SHARE 
Whole Foods CEO John Mackey, below, 
at his store in Boulder, CO, says that 
customers will pay more for organic food, 
due to environmental concerns.

I
n the generally mellow realm of nat
ural foods, John Mackey has a com
petitiveness that has taken the 
industry by surprise. Mackey pre
sides over Whole Foods Market, the 
country’s largest chain of natural 

food stores. It sells healthy and organic 
products to an estimated five million 
customers, who shop in the chain’s 
hundred-plus stores.

From its humble, hippie-ish origins in 
Austin, Texas, in 1980, Whole Foods’s 
rapid growth has astonished even the 
mainstream grocery business. Mackey 
has acquired such regional chains as 
New England’s Bread & Circus and the 
mid-Atlantic’s Fresh Fields, and has 
expanded into E-commerce with its Web 
site, www.wholepeople.com. Many new 
shops are planned, including a branch 
that will be one of New York City’s 
largest grocery stores.

It is this ambitious drive that has 
enabled Whole Foods to move beyond 
their traditional consumer base and 
attract a wider, well-heeled clientele. 
“The reason is not that we’ve compro
mised our ideals,” Mackey says. “We 
just try to make beautiful environ
ments for people to shop in.”
Whole Foods, www.wholepeople.com
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Seed Terms
GENKTICAIX.Y MODIFIKD 
ORGANISM (GMO)

A living thing, such as a fruH or vegetable 
seed, whose genetics have been altered 
for a desired benefit. A famous example 
is a variety of tomato whose genes were 
spliced with those of a winter flounder 
fish in order to make the fruit more frost 
resistant. Today 38 percent of the com 
and 57 percent of the soybeans grown 
In the United States are GMOs. Critics 
worry about the possibility of introduced 
allergens and antibiotic resistance from 
these interspecies mixes, but the FDA 
says that GMO products are safe to 
eat. (However, the agency does not test 
specific introductions.)
HYBRIDIZED SEED 
A crossing of two different varieties, 
usually of the same species, that results 
in offspring with clonelike simiiarities. 
Attributes such as taste and color 
are often lost In favor of other benefits, 
such as the ability to stay fresh on 
supermarket shelves. 
OPEN-POLUNATED SEED 
Free or random pollination between 
plants of the same variety through pollen 
spread by natural means, such as wind 
or insects. Unlike the uniform results of 
a hybrid, fliese plants will often show a 
natural variation in leaf, color, or shape. 
HEIRUX)M VARIETY'
A nonhybridized or open-pollinated seed 
that has been passed down for genera
tions. When seed is saved from season 
to season, its valued properties, including 
taste artd color, are largely preserved. 
ORCJA.NIC
There is no governmental standard 
definition for this term yet, but organic 
methods generally mean that no 
inorganic fertilizers, pesticides, or 
herbicides were used by the grower, 
IS01.AT10N G.ARDENING 
The practice of keeping open-pollinated 
varieties distant from nearby plants 
that, because of their compatible 
genes, might Interbreed. For example, 
if your ‘Aunt Ruby’s German 
Green’ tomato comes out red, It 
has probably been cross-fertilized 
by insects or airborne pollen. 
Sl’KTAINABUE AGRICl’Un'RE 
Food production that does rmt harm 
the environment but keeps water 
and soil systems healthy and viable.

■V

field research
Howard-Yana
Shapiro

consists of organic, open-pollinated seed.
Seeds of Change was founded in 1989 

by a group of people dedicated to the 
latest research in organics and sustain
able growing systems. They built a busi
ness based on the large seed collection 
of Alan Kapuler, who remains the com
pany’s director of research. Since then, 
Seeds of Change has expanded, and now 
grows seeds of many flowers and edible 
plants, including amaranth, quinoa, 
peppers, and native southwestern vari
eties of com. Recently, it added a line of 
organic food products such as rice, 
grains, pasta sauces, and soup mixes.

Shapiro is a busy man. One minute he 
is in Mexico learning ancient growing 
techniques from Oaxacan farmers, and 
the next he is scouting new seed sources 
in Scandinavia. Meanwhile, he recently 
published a book. Gardening for the Future 
of the Earth (Bantam).

When he isn't traveling, Shapiro 
spend.s his days inspecting his company’s 
seed cleaning operation or checking up 
on the waist-high brassicas that aren’t 
supposed to thrive in this high, dry cli
mate above the Rio Grande. “It’s diffi
cult growing all your own stuff,” he says, 
in a rare moment of calm. “In agriculture 
there’s never a break.”
Seeds of Change, Santa Fe, NM 
800-957-3337; www.seedsofchange.com

W
ith his flowing white 
beard and formidable 

Howard-Yanagaze
Shapiro is as intense 
in his appearance as 

he is in conversation. Theoretical dis
cussion comes easily to this hard-core 
agriculturalist, who got interested in 
such topics as heirloom seeds and sus
tainable agriculture in the ’60s while 
working as a Ford Foundation fellow in 
the rur^ South. Researching seed strains 
descended from those brought over 
from Africa by slaves, he realized that 
people have successfully preserved seed 
for thousands of years. I'he discovery 
has inspired him ever since,

These days, as the vice president of 
agriculture for Seeds of Change, Shapiro 
is responsible for the company’s seed 
and food products at his home/research 
farm/seed cleaning facility. Rancho La 
Paz, in northern New Mexico. Since 
joining the company in 1991, he has 
made sure that its netw'ork of small 
farmers adheres to the standards set 
by Seeds of Change, the only company 
in the country whose entire seed line
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Advertisement

Chefs Choice for 
Better Butter

✓

r.

<?arreB

The elegant Butter Beil”' crock is a replia 
the original 'tieumere" used in France to k< 
butter fresh and spreadable with( 
refrigeration or spoilage. An airtight sea 
water at the base of the aock protects ffc 
and freshness. The original hand-painted fl( 
design or traditional rustic brown aock; $21 
+ $5.95 s/h. (CA Res. add 8.25% tax.)

Thv \vannt}i of fine wood raised panels is available and practical again.

EnfLid
Classic

CAUUSAT: tM.UO.ASaA 
OK VISIT OUR wcosrrt: 

NCWCNCLAHOCLASSiC.COMH}iat better u'alls are wearing.«t«M Nrw ENGUNO OASSK
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To order call 1-888-575-1900 
or visit our online catalog at 

www.butterbell.com
Send ck/m.o. to; L Tremain, Inc.. P.0, Box i07: 

Marina del Rey. CA 90295.

Makes a great gift for Mother's I

i:/.AKIS
•.IS

A

■/.*2

Walpole Woodworkers
Quality hand crafted fence from hardy Nor 
White Cedar since 1933. Catalog features .u 
gates, bttice panels, trellis, pergolas, small buil 
and over forty classic fence styles to choose 
as well as the mfiniic variations we can create 
your customized designs. Order our 136 page 
catalog, $10. Complimentary 64-page St lix 
Brochure leaiunng our garden accessories inch 
1-800-343-6948.

Take Note: Check out spnng fashions from 
Cashmere Company and Chico's



Finest Pashmina from 
India 6c Nepal

Luxury 6c quality at affordable prices

SCARVES)FOR ONLY

Mc Shawls 38” x 78'
Shawls 27” x 78"

Scarves 11” x 62

Pale Pcadi

Pale Blossom

Faded Lilac

I
4

Raspbem- Sorbet

Fuchsia

Faded Pewter

C harcoal .1

Dove

Vanilla

Created from the fibre of the Himalayan Capra Hircus gnat, the^e Pashmina silk shawls and scarves are woven and dyed by hand.

Cashmere Company is delighted to bring you this fantastic opportunity to purchase these wonderful Pasbmina silk shawls, and 
ves of the highest quality. With shades from the most delicate pastels to the boldest primary colors, there's sure to be at least one 

i>mplement your wardrobe.

\cry > within 14 days of rei’eipt of yimr order subject to availability.

.ire confident that this is the finest Pashmina on the market at the 
> best price. If for any reason you are not fully satisfied with your 
I order purchase, we will gladly exchange or refund your money. TOUCH O F LUXURY

call us now quoting reference HG 1 on
To order by mail send your completed order to: 

The Cashmere Company 
Distribution Company 

P.O. Box 492 
Mt. Morris, IL 61054

1-800-707-1948
or order online:

www.cashmereconipany.coni
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}l Awnings, America's leading brand of high quality retractable fabric awnings, are custom made 
!r you protection from the sun's harmful rays at the touch of a button. Not only will a Durasol

provide instant shading for your entire deck or patio, it will add color, style, and a wholeg
ray to enjoy outdoor living. For more information and to contact a showroom 
>ur area, call toll free I-877-236-8560 today, or visit us on the web at
kdurasol.com.

DURASOMwe^'
America's #1 Selling Brand Of Retractable Awnings



belongs in the public domate and
not unt|er a patent,” Says
vegetable gardener Amy Oeldman.
Scurces, see back of book.

passionate collector
Amy Cioldman

diversity of these historic varieties. By 
last summer, (ioldman was growing 
more than 250 heirloom types of corn, 
tomatoes, peppers, and, her speciality, 
the Cucurbitaceae family, including mel
ons, pumpkins, and winter squashes, on 
her 200-acre property.

These vegetables thrive in two plots— 
an acre in totals which are located a half- 
mile apan. One of these plots functions 
as an isolation garden. In this fenced 
area, a seed’s purity is ensured by its being 
kept far enough away from its kin in 
her larger garden down the road. This 
way, no cross-breeding can occur. “A half- 
mile is the general distance pollen- 
bearing bees will fly,” Goldman says. (In

a smaller garden, preventing varietie: 
from crossing consists of more labor- 
intensive techniques, such as bagging 
or caging plants to deter pollinators.)

Worries about genetic engineering 
have reinforced Goldman’s commit
ment to heirlooms. She shares rare seed; 
such as ‘Galeux d’Eysincs,’ a pale orangt 
winter squash with a distinctive ridgec 
skin texture, through the Seed Saver; 
list, and makes grants to like-mindec 
organizations through her family'; 
foundation. “Millions of acres of our 
country’s crops are now genetically en 
gincered,” says Goldman, who is working 
on a memoir of her vegetable-growing 
“We reallv need to slow down.”

■ ,
m a late bloomer," says Amy Gold
man of her advocacy of heirloom 
vegetables. “I came at it a decade ago 
through cooking and years of ex
hibiting vegetables at county fairs.” 
This country gentlewoman, a 20-year 

resident of New York’s Hudson Valley, 
felt she could sit back on her laurels after 
having won enough blue ribbons for a 
lifetime. But after reading about heir
looms in a Rosalind Creasy cookbook. 
Cooking from the Garden, she became 
passionate about the color, flavor, and

HouscarCUrden • march loocJ74
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dioit by carol williams

the fntillary fancier
These exotic and mysterious plants 
exert a powerful magnetism

USED TO DISDAIN plant”

fanciers. I thought people 
who devoted themselves to 
growing obscure varieties of ^ 
sedums, say, or gentians were 

more akin to .stamp collectors than to 
gardeners, Gardening is about creating 
a living place, I would insist, not assem
bling a museum. But that was before I 
became a fancier myself

Fritillaries were what caught me. How 
can I explain it? Early in my gardening 
life I planted a crown imperial, FritUlaria 
imperialis 'Rubra Maxima,’ without much 
of an idea of what it would turn out to be.
I saw it in my bulb catalog, where the 
photograph looked almost too odd to 
believe. So I sent away for a single bulb, 
along with my snowdrop and narcissus 
order, just to see.

Even the bulb was peculiar: heavy 
bone white, segmented, with a hole in 
the middle and a wild-animal stink, as 
though a fox had gone by I planted it in 
a deep hole in October. The whorled 
coronet of pointy green leaves that sur
faced through the warming soil of early 
April looked promising. But nothing 
could have prepared me for what then 
unfolded, week by week.

The whorl rose into a green fountain. 
Out of the fountain a thick, dark, bare

1

Reaching up into all this April sweetness 
came tall spires of dark purple bells

planting hole, good drainage, and a little 
bone meal in early spring if they are to 
keep on flowering. I planted another, 
a yellow ‘Lutea Maxima,’ and then 
another ‘Rubra Maxima.’

They grow at either end of a perennial 
bed; crown imperials seem to me too regal 
and exotic to naturalize with the other 
bulbs. In Eurc^ they are an old-f^hioned 
garden plant, introduced in the sixteenth 
century. They do, amazingly, grow wild in 
certain regions, from Turkey east through 
Iran and Afghanistan, to northern India.

Fritillaries, I learned, appear in tem
perate regions on three continents:

stem emerged, growing taller and carry
ing a green pointed bud, which fattened 
every day. When it could get no fatter, 
the bud itself separated into five sec
tions. These opened one by one, each 
revealing a bell of burnt-orange petals, 
with yellow stamens protruding clap
perlike below. A crown of green leaves 
surmounted the whole strange plant, 
which stood, by this time (around the

first of May), nearly four feet tall.
I watched it every day. Once, I knelt 

down and looked up from below. Hid
den in each orange bell hung a shim
mering pearl, like a tear. Did the king 
have secret sorrows?

It came back the nejct spring. Crown 
imperials will often return for several 
years, sometimes even putting out a sec
ond stem, They want rich soil in the
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Fine teakwood outdoor and leisure furniture, 
made with care and craftsmanship since 1920.

Ensuring a lifetime of satisfaction and enjoyment.

Manufactured from plantation grown teak.

Recipient of seven international design excellence awards.

Barlow Tyrie Inc.
1263 Glen Avenue Suite 230 
Moorestown New Jersey 08057-1139 USA

Tel; 1 000 451 7467 Fax. 856 273 9199 www.teak.com

Available Through Architects and Interior Designers.

A subsidiary of Barlow Tyrie Limited, Braintree. England



TIME-OUT Therapeutic play tables includ
one, left, with movable sand containers
and a sound sculpture that envelops
Delaney. Young blends, below, parade on a
‘'dock” that allows people in wheelchairs
a great view. Sarah Keizer built the fence,
bottom, which depicts Manhattan’s bridgel

outdoor living calls “the subtle union of distant aspccn 
of nature with one’s own garden," to m.ik< 
the space seem bigger. “We’re working 
that river." she says. “We’re reaching 
out into the distance and pulling in. T 
makes you feel part of a larger world.' 
Looking through the galvanized stee 
fence, whose images of city bridge 
suggest transition, you feel an astound 
ing sense of expansion and movement 
Just what the doctor ordered.

To])lier Dt'laney designs a Maiiliattaii 
healing garden that is a cliildron's sanctiiai‘.y

r's H ARD TO believe that the 
Jonathan Parker Abramson 
Safe Harbor is a product of 
loss: the dynamic rooftop 
garden at Manhattan's Beth 

Israel Medical Center so clearly cele
brates life. It is exactly what Dr. Fred 
Epstein, codirector of the Hvman- 
Newman In.stitute for Neurology and 
Neurosurgery, believes his patients need. 
“When the brain is focused on some
thing other than the illness at hand, the 
body can heal more quickly,” he says.

Donors Patricia and Alan B. Abramson 
wanted “to create something positive" 
after their four-ycar-old son succumbed to 
a brain tumor. They found .San Franci.sco 
landscape architect and artist Topher 
Delaney, a cancer survivor who made 
her first healing garden for the Marin 
Cancer Institute in 1989. She transformed 
Beth Israel’s unu.sed terrace overlooking 
the East River into a sanctuary, fusing 
spirituality and skill. “It’s not as whim
sical as it looks,” Delaney says. Plant

material was limited, so she created a sense 
of abundance in a rubber floor aswirl 
with sea creatures and by using the 
Japanese technique shakkei, which she

1
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prone to infestations that must be 
^ controlled if our paychecks are 

to clear the bank. But that pres
sure does not exist in my back
yard, which means that I have

S-- to live with some degree of 
imperfection, whether the 
crops are ornamental or 
edible. I hardly need point 

^ut that there arc no 
^aws in the garden I have 
^been dreaming, but I 

know that they will be 
there on the ground. Fi
nally, of course, there is 
the reality chat this garden 

j will be at my home, not at 
the nursery, and everything 
it needs will be provided by 

me. Since I have a job, a family, 
and some other interests, 

there will be competition for 
my limited resources.
Despite all these uncertainties, I man

aged to work out a new physical layout 
for a space that previously housed a very 
shaggy perennial border and a half-hearted 
vegetable garden. My plan called for a 
combination of edible and ornamental 
crops in the same space, with the primary 
gpal to make the entire garden handsome 
throughout the season, even as we were 
consuming portions of it. The space was 
rectangular, with a deep perennial bor
der against the granite south wall of the 
house on one side, an established bor
der of dwarf rhododendrons and laurels 
backed by a board fence on the other. 1 
chose to enhance the site by digging out 
the old vegetable beds and installing a 
formal panerre of eight rectangular beds 
laid out in four pairs. At one end is the door 
to the kitchen (which has broad windows 
that give onto this space). At the other, 
I built a handsome trellis of unfinished 
mahogany to provide a place of shady 
repo.se. The area is in full sun from 
dawn until midafternoon (ideal to min
imize summer heat), and the .stone of the 
house soaks up warmth, creating a pro
nounced microclimate that is some
times frost-free until Christmas.

It’s a handsome enclosure, certainly 
larger than I need, but not preposterously 
so. It has ready access to storage, water, 
and the driveway, so most tasks are easily

arden grow?
The owner of WTiite Flower Farm describes 
claiming and i^lanting his home garden

The truth is a little more complicated. 
To begin with, I have done too much gar
dening to be content with a conventional 
garden. I am committed, by both back
ground and inclination, to overreach, 
which mean.s a bigger, more complicated, 
more maintenance-intensive, and ri.skier 
(from a design sense) project than makes 
sense. Second, I am not, in fact, a first- 
class plamsman. Over these many, many 
years, I have had the luxury of saying 
grace over literally thousands of varieties 
of plants whose day-to-day care has fallen 
primarily to others. Third, I am not will
ing, for all the asual reasons, to employ in 
my personal garden the kinds of agri
cultural chemicals that must be part of 
any large-scale commercial operation. 
At the nursery, we arc extremely cautious 
and con.servative in the use of pesticides, 
having come a huge distance from the 
heavy-handed practices of the past. But 
the fact remains that large concentrations 
of plants, especially similar species, are

AM MAKING a new garden, 
and it’s a big commitment. 
No, I don’t mean the labor or 
expense, both of which are 
nominal, compared with what 

you and I are used to expending for a 
Nuit, a sofa, or a summer vacation. The 
Lommitment is mental and emotional, 
be cause a garden comprises all of our 
ilrcams, aesthetic aspirations, and, maybe, 
just maybe, a few personal needs that can 
be fulfilled with success but will be 
hideously reversed by a public failure. I 
have heard second marriages described as 
the triumph of hope over experience, but 
a new garden should be the reverse, draw
ing on hard-earned experience to create 
success in the current undertaking. In my 
case, both the expectations and the expe
rience arc elevated, because I have been, 
for several decades, a commercial nurs
eryman, and should be able to spin a truly 
magical garden out of my head and into 
the ground at a moment’s notice.

1
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issues aside, 1 wanted to plant in rows, 
to make weeding and mulching easy. In 
short, lots of tactics, but no strategy.

I started with the perennial border at 
the north and planted a restful mix of 
blues, yellows, and pinks that would give 
me many weeks of midsummer bloom. 
There are only a few varieties, with large 
blocks of each repeated for symmetry. An 
ancient and venerable blue wisteria on the 
wall above provides both color and fra
grance in May, and the p>ercnnials take 
over in June. On the opposite side, the 
shrub border, with lots of pink epimedium 
at its feet, looks quite splendid for about 
iburweeks from mid-May and then offers 
a very restfiil presence, above which pink 
and white clematis can bloom on the 
fence. So much for the exterior.

The individual beds became, as I 
thought of it, each a .separate landscape. 
There are a total of eight, which I chose 
to treat as fixir pairs, making mirror images 
on either side of the brick path. In this 
highly geometric space, to be populated 
primarily by low-growing salad greeas, I 
felt that two-dimensional plans would 
be deadly dull, so I centered each bed

with a rustic five-foot pyramid-shape 
trellis, then bracketed the trellises cac 
with a pair of white standard roses o 
four-foot stems. These vertical accent 
were intended to create a more lush an 
complex feel, bringing both foliage an 
color up from the ground by mixin 
tomatoes, peppers, sweet peas, beans, an 
momingglories on the trelli.ses. It looke 
pretty on paper, and left me with what 
felt was my bi^est challenge: making th 
individual rows interesting and attractiv 
while they were being consumed.

grecN thouglits

managed. Once the new beds were in place, 
I double-dug them with well-rotted com- 
po.st, removed large stones, raked them 
out, and waited for rain. After they received 
a good soaking, I repeated the job, ail the 
while reminding myself that the process 
is as good for me as it is for the garden.

The plan had been forming in my head 
for years, but it proved, upon reflection, 
to be composed of a great many small 
ideas with no central organizing princi
ple, which meant I was really starting 
from scratch. To repeat, I wanted both 
ediblc.s and ornamentals throughout the 
entire season and some free time for 
other pursuits. The latter requirement 
implies no fussy or exotic varieties, a 
strong preference for longer-blooming 
genera, and avoidance of those varieties 
that are notorious hosts for pests. I 
wanted flowers for the house, flowers in 
the garden, and plenty of those vegeta
bles that are truly superior when picked 
fresh (salad greens, basil, tomatoes, 
beans, strawberries). Finally, aesthetic

STARTED WITH the notion tha 
the beds nearest to the kitchc 
should hold the vegetables use 

most frequently throughout the scasor 
For me, that means various salad green; 
basil, chives, beans, and fraises des ho, 
(which fruit all summer if kept irrigated 
It’s pretty hard to inject visual intcres 
with this list, so I simply varied the row 
by color, with red romaines next to sol 
green mantilla and dark green basil. T 
get some variety in texture and shade, 
also used rows of carrots with feather 
tops, and leeks, whose blue-green stem

1



aristocratic lilies in pastel shades will have 
rustic handmaidens in azure tones, mak
ing a striking contrast of color and form. 
By including two full rows of the exquis
itely fragrant lily L. speciosum var. rubrum, 
we guaranteed a rich and pervasive per
fume that will engulf the entire garden on 
a warm evening and we’re certain to pick 
a few stems of each variety for the house 
if the combination is successful—perhaps 
many of one or two if it is not. Expecta
tions are running high.

As of mid-June, this garden is fiilly 
planted, except for the late-season beds, 
and the prognosis is good. Despite dry 
weather since early May, the gardens are 
lush and lovely (and delicious), and the 
newly planted perennials are establishing 
themselves quite happily. The established 
plantings have already provided their 
agreeable and familiar performances, and 
we're waiting with more enthusiasm than 
I can possibly describe. Truth is, I think 
I’ll enjoy the mistakes more than the 
successes, because thc\’ require that I do 
more designing next winter, and I’ve 
come to believe that the anticipation may 
be more exciting than the reality.

turned up in trials at the nursery. I expect 
this bed to look a little bleak duringjune, 
I but can’t think of a g(x>d alternative.

With three beds of vegetables com
mitted. my scheme needed a final move
ment, and I was ready to reach for a big 
effect. The last two beds are at the far end 
of the garden from the kitchen and lead 
up to the new trellis, which will eventu
ally be engulfed in grapevines to provide 
deep shade and a quiet shelter for some 
teak furniture. That implies a dark back
ground for whatever blooms in the 
adjoining beds. To be visible from the 
kitchen, the plants need to be both tall 
and colorful, and a little fragrance would 
also be welcome for the visitors to this 
someday bower. 1 couldn’t find an answer 
in gardens 1 had seen, either in person 
or in books, so I simply combined my 
favorite plants in a way that 1 had never 
seen before (and may never see again).

This piece de resistance is a combi
nation of Oriental lilies in pinks, creams, 
and whites, with blue cornflowers, lark
spurs, and forget-me-nots. They are 
planted in alternating rows, six rows to a 
bed, with the notion that the lanky and

vill anchor the bed until late summer.
Because I pick fraises every morning, 

our beds were edged with a total of 120 
slants. Finally, I needed small quantities of 
arragon, dill, chives, sorrel, thyme, and a 
cw other aromatic herbs for cooking, and 
hese were to be tucked into odd corners. 
This plan required me to overrule com
ix >n sense in the interest of visual integrity, 
x-cause the reality is that large sowings of 
•(.liblc crops produce more waste than 
lui rition. A family of four may eat 6 to 8 
icad.s of lettuce a week, but won’t eat 20. 
■irill, I wanted complete rows of the 
najor elements, and that’s what I planted.

Without a lot of foresight, but with 
he infinite enthusiasm of spring, this 
ipprn.ich quickly filled four beds, the 
wo pairs closest to the kitchen. By the 

time I was done, it was clear that I would 
)e very long on greens in July and very 
.In )rt in August, so I suspended planting 
for the next two beds, leaving them op>en 
Lxcfjir for central trellises and attendant 
•<)scs, plus their edging of strawberries, 

frhosc beds will be planted in mid-July 
Iw ith another round of greens, plus a 
EdvcIv purple-headed broccoli that just

■J. • • 'Z’."

The Mazdo MPV with video player and flip-down screen.

You’re up front enjoying the scenery. You see 

something interesting, so you stop to take in the

view. Meortwhile, the kids in bock stop the movie

they're wotching to reploy their 

fovorite scene. Optional wireless heodphones let them

wotch their video while you listen to a CD. There ore evenFlip-down screen 
and video player

inputs for o gome system. So everyone wins. The new Mazda

MPV, a Consumers Digest "Best Buy.

Finolly, 0 minivan to live by. leom more

ot MozdoUSfi.com or 1-800-639-1000.

mazoa
Get in. Be moved.

|1 The BZST BUY SZRl is a registered trademark of Consumers Digest, Inc. 
^ I *1999 Nozdo North American Operations.
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UTHERLANd
QUEST FOR PERFECTION
Some 25 years ago, friends David Sutherland, 
John Hutton, and Bill Goldsmith embarked on 
their separate careers in furniture design and 
marketing. Over the years, they kept in touch 
with each other, as well as with the evolution of 
the design marketplace. And they found they 
shared a common aesthetic and an appreciation 
for well-made things.

first like the bumper of a '59 Cadillac — po!’ l 
enough to cause minor injury." recalls Sjthei J

THE END RESULT
Ultimately, Sutherland and Hutton succeeded 
only in communicating the nuances ofSutherlai 
unparalleled designs to a Balinese artisan, 
to professional interior designers, archite 
and homeowners all across the United St^i 
and Europe.Jake Stripe Co//ection

So when, in 1991 David Sutherland had an idea 
for a new furniture line, he knew exactly who he 
wanted on his team. "My observation at the time 
was that the vast majority of outdoor furniture 
had been designed by architects." says Sutherland. 
"To these architects, the importance of outdoor 
furniture was how it visually added to the land
scape. It was not about comfort. I went to my 
friend John Hutton because his designs are both 
comfortable and beautiful." And he called on Bill 
Goldsmith for his sense of design, eye for detail, 
and high standards of craftsmanship.

It todc three years of development, finding 
best matenals and craftsmen, scrutinizing proto!) 
after prototype, and in 1994 the unveiling of' 
Sutherland Teak Collection met with rave revif 
and instant demand across the United 
"It was awesome... an overwhelming sense 
achievement., a great collaboration!"

THE GREAT 
OUTDOORS
A new fabic line from 
Sutherland
If you look closely at a leaf, you 
will see that it’s not a single 
shade of green, but a mixture 
of shades that create a glow, 
an iridescence. This iridescence 
is the inspiration for Perennials, a 
stunning collection of fabrics 
designed especially for the 
outdoors by David and Ann 
Sutherland and John Hutton.
We created Perenniois hoping 

to invigorate and expand the 
outdoor fabrics market,” says 
Ann Sutherland. Perennials is a 
versatile collection of fabrics in 
dimensional stripes, solids, and 
subtle graphics that adapt to 
variable seasons. The designs 
are sophisticated and true to the 
spirit of the Sutherland Teak 
Collection in their natural, 
organic colors, and textures. 
They’ll go from garden to pool- 
side to waterfront, and are 
rugged enough to withstand sun 
or rain. Best of all, Perenniois 
furies are equally elegant when 
used indoors.

THE SUTHERLAND 
DESIGNERS:
>> DAVID SUTHERLAND owi

furniture showrooms in Da44s 
Houston, and Los AngeL 
representing manufacturers III 
Dakota Jackson, Donghia, ai 
J. Robert Scott.

Hutton and Goldsmith came back with dozens of 
exciting designs in teak—all of which Sutherland 
was determined to produce.Thus began a three- 
year odyssey that took Sutherland and Hutton to 
the ends of the earth in search of the materials 
and craftsmanship they demanded.

> JOHN HUTTON designer of tH 
John Hutton Collection. |

u
A LABOR OF LOVE
Finding enough first-quality teak to produce this 
extraordinary collection was the first hurdle. 
Sutherland and Hutton bumped over rutted 
roads in sweltering heat throughout Indonesia 
and it was here that Sutherland first realized that 
"this venture would be a labor of love." Teak is 
harvested under the close scrutiny of the 
government to preserve this most precious 
resource, and it is difficult to acquire in quantities 
sufficient for an entire line of furniture. But 
Sutherland and Hutton persisted, "Teak is virtually 
impervious to the elements because of its density, 
natural oils, and silicates." Nothing else would do. 
The next challenge came in having the pieces 
made in Indonesia, a largely Muslim country 
with strict taboos about artistic expression. In 
order to realize the arm posts of John Hutton's 
Matisse Arm Chair (which features curvaceous 
nude female figures), they had to find an artist 
who carved in the Balinese tradition. "The 
breasts on our Matisse woman appeared at

> BILL GOLDSMITH create 
tabletop designs for Porcelaine < 
Site Corot in Limoges, and Deru 
of Italy.

> ANN SUTHERLAND textile designi

■J| The Olympus Chair

designed by John Hutton

214.638.4161 or 800.717.TEAK www.sutherlandteak.com



For informcrtion on Suthorlond"' Teak Collection and Perennials'^ Outdoor Fabrics, call SOO. 717-TEAK. 

The rtew Whisper Chair^ designed by John Hutton. Patent per^ding. Cushion upholstered in Perennials’

Avoilabie through Architects and Interior Designers.

www.perennial8fabrics.com

‘Shadows" in Mou colorway.

www.sutherlandteak.com
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R J Q n e s
SIMPLE LUXURY
One of RJones' handsome promotional brochures 
quotes Plato: “Beauty of style and harmony and 
grace and good rhythm depend on simplicity” 
And one look at a piece of beautifully designed 
RJones furniture will persuade you that Plato’s 
words have been taken to heart. RJones furniture 
is designed to delight the eyes and comfort the 
body. Graceful lines and perfect proportions 
create forms that are pure and pleasing. But it's 
the subtle details and the unexpected finishing 
touches that make these pieces something special.

In the last five or six years, we've 
tried to push the envelope a little 
bit more in terms of design. We've 
brought in a couple of new designers 
and we're working on creating more of 
an identity for our product Overall, 
we want our product line to have a 
cohesiveness to it. to create an 
"RJones look.”

COMPLETING THE PRODUCT
As part of that effort, four years ago RJones 
introduced its own fabric line, which gives the 
furniture a unified look that is immediately 
recognizable. "The fabncs allow us to build a 
complete product. In the design of our fabrics, we 
try to achieve the same kind of balance as in our 
furniture. We have some really traditional fabric 
textures, and we have some things that are really 
kind of out on the edge." says Jones,The first textile 
collection was based around a grouping of warm 
neutrals and soft textures. The following year, 
RJones followed up with more formal and tailored 
looks — a silk mohair in seven colors and a 
beautiful Swiss cotton damask in a contemporary 
pattern.The current collection, called Exped/bons. 
pulls from a lot of different ecologies. There's a 
pattern based on kilim, an Afncan tapestry weave, 
and one that is reminiscent of the Australian 
Outback in its dry. and hand.

Rob Jones studied intenor design, but left school 
to start the company that now bears his name. 
RJones grew out of a small upholstery business 
owned by his father, "I always had a passion for 
furniture and fabrics, growing up around the 
upholstery business." says Jones. That passion has 
served him well. In a mere 20 years, the business 
has expanded exponentially throughout the 
country, and the name RJones has become 

* synonymous wrth simple luxury. In 1985, Jones 
was joined by business partner Bryan Campbell.

COMFORT 
MEETS STYLE
The RJones Phllosoph
“I guess you could sum up n 
philosophy by saying that 
want to create somethir 
that’s both beautiful ai
comfortable,' says Jone 

Our pieces are created in 
range of shapes and sizes, b 

whether they’re large or sma

44
"The furniture collection evolved out of a reinter
pretation of classic style; the original point of view 
was to clean up traditional," Jones explains. 
"When we started back in 1980, transitional 
furniture was really becoming popular. And so we 
began taking traditional styles and cleaning up the 
lines, giving them beautifully simple tailored details."

they have a lot of presen< 
in the room. Any piece a 

stand on its own. But togetht 
they create a wonderf 
synergy.”

And because Jones believes that luxury and 
comfort go hand in hand, all RJones furniture is 
exquisitely made, Hardwood frames, hand-tied 
coil springs, sumptuous fabrics and leathers and 
down-filled cushions 
uncompromising attention to detail.

THE RJONES LOOK
Jones gradually began to introduce more unique 
designs, becoming an industry design leader. "Our 
earlier designs were really reinterpretations of 
classic forms to fill particular needs and niches.

are all crafted with an

Ph:2 4.95 .009
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simpl© tiringS by patncia wells

opening out dreams. Now I sit writing at a vast ochre 
tiled kitchen counter, looking out thai 
very window at the forest and the pine 
covered Theos in the distance, a sei 
of green growth beneath blue skies 
We arched the window a bit, so that now 
I do not have to stoop to watch nature'; 
passing show. And instead of the ok 
stained sink, I have a massive whitf 
marble one, measuring the exact widtl 
of my 46-inch kitchen window.

The first thing I do when I get up each 
morning is turn on our trusty 20-ycar-ol< 
espresso machine. The second thing I d< 
is open the window and hook it with tht 
brass marine latches that my husbanc 
installed to stop it from banging in the

A Provence kitclien window frames 
a life rich in food and friends

N 1984, WHEN we bought our 
farmhouse in Provence, my 
postage-stamp-sized kitchen 
window faced north, and as I 
cooked or did the dishes, I 

looked out over a gravel parking lot. I 
would stand at the stained kitchen sink 
each morning as the postman came up 
the hill to hand me the day’s news 
through a pathetic slit of light from this 
world of sunshine. That was the only con
venient thing about the window. (Actu
ally, in the old days, there would have 
been no window at all, since in Provence, 
the north-facing wall of the farm was 
always windowless, as protection against 
the elements, most of all the chilling 
north wind known as k mL<tral.)

Many mornings, I left the kitchen and 
walked to the adjacent room. I guess 
you could have called it a family room, 
but then it was just a spare bedroom 
in our rambling

farmhouse, made up of rooms that were 
once used to house goats or rabbits, 
to dry figs or linden blossoms, or just 
to store stuff This room, the one we 
called la salle blanche because it was all 
white, had the window of my dreams. 
The top of my head just brushed the 
top of its frame, and though I had to 
stoop, the view was majestic. The window

1
Each evening, I would be drawn to the 
window, watching as the day said good-bye
faced due west, and each evening as the 
sun set in a ball of reddish-orange fire, 
I would be drawn to it, watching as the 
day said good-bye over Mount Theos. 
I was determined that someday I would 
peel carrots at that window.

We saved our centimes and built the 
kitchen of our

wind. The sky is pink right now, reflect
ing the sun coming up over the end o4 
the house. Some days it is late morning 
before I set foot outside, yet my window 
makes me feel as though I am outdoors 
all day long. It has come to symbolize all 
that is right about the world—about my 
kitchen, about our Provencal farmhouse, 
and about life in general. If I ever bought 

another house, the kitchen would face 
due west, preferably with a view of a 

> mountain or the sea.
It’s funny how one can create an 

element in a home without thinking 
of the consequences. And sometimes 
the consequences turn out to be bet
ter than you might have dreamed, I 
can make a long list of the things that 
the kitchen window has added to out 
lives. To get to the front door of out 
farmhouse, you must pass by the 
window, so the postman, the pool 
man, the gardener, the FedEx man, 
our friends, or strangers coming up 
the hill can’t sneak up on us. Since I 
spend almost every waking moment 
in my kitchen, cither cooking or 
cleaning or writing, I have a front- 
row seat on the farm’s activity. I 
am the gatekeeper.

Ri^t now the ochre-tiled window
sill is filled with plump basil plants, 
there not only for their fragrance.

House::^Garclen ■ maKCH lOOO
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see better out of screenless windows, butterflies were dancing to the music. Ill 
To go with the sunset view, we planted made me cry with happiness. I

a small garden, a sunset terrace filled with 
plants that keep their leaves in winter.
Now all year long I look out upon a sea of 
green: lavender and rosemary, olives and 
bay leaf We also planted a butterfly bush.
From spring until late autumn, its bril
liant purple flowers attract white and 
purple and yellow butterflies that dance bles and farm machinery to panty ht>st 
around on the terrace. One day the and the season’s fashions. The farm wife 
Three Tenors were singing loud and clear who lived here until the 1960s used t< 
from the speakers in the corners of my walk down the steep hill to town, taking 
kitchen, and I would swear that the with her homemade goat cheese and live

rabbits to sell. Sometimes I stand at mj 
window on Tuesday mornings and think 
about all the farm wives who also may 
have looked at the view with anticipatior 
of another successful market d^.

The same farm wife who carted her 
rabbits and cheese down the hill also die 
her laundry in a small pool that sat in the 
center of what is now our terrace. I won 
der if she ever stood and stared at Thcos 
as I do, grateful for the kind of clean 
open space that seems to rinse your mind 
and open it to new thoughts. There is a 
cat—a very fat red cat—that has visited 
us for years, always at dinnertime. If it is 
winter and the window is closed, she lets 
me know she is there by hurling her 
body against the panes. She has been 
coming at least since we built the 
kitchen in 1991, and she has tasted ju.st 
about everything I have tested since— 
recipes for Trattoria; Simply French; my 
latest Provence book; and an upcoming 
book on Paris. She has devoured panna 
cotta and beef daube, lapped up bits of 
rabbit with lemon confit, and never 
turns up her nose at the likes of leftover 
tartc Tatin. I am sure she has even tasted 
truffles and sniffed at foie gras.

One Christmas we were a group of 
eight, and it began to snow, flakes the size 
of goo.se-down feathers at g A.M. Wc 
were all busy in the kitchen, roasting a 
stuffed turkey on the spit in the kitchen 
fireplace. We marveled at the snow as ir 
began to smother Theos in a blanket of 
white. Everyone went outside and skkkI 

in front of the window for a group photo. 
Once again the window served as the 
prettiest frame I have ever seen,

simple tmngs

beauty, and flavor but also to keep away 
flies. (I can’t swear that the old Provencal 
custom really works, but I can cell you 
that wc rarely have flies.) I have to add 
here that the window, like all the doors 
and windows in our farmhouse, is screen
less. Although you will occasionally see a 
screened window or door here and there 
in Provence, they are not common. This 
practice is much to the amazement of 
most of our American visitors. You can

e
VERY TUESDAY for CCnJ 
turics, there has been J

market in our village. It * 
not just any old market 

but rather a full-blown village fair, when 
merchants sell everything from vegeta

If you’ve got the money, 
we’ve got the thyme.

garden.comeverything under the sun
PATRICIA WELLS is the author of seven 
books, including the forthcoming The 
Paris Cookbook.
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tven/ng Alq/esty Available in three sizes

MIDWEST SOUTH Atlanta Thomas Kinkadc Galleries
Twin Cities Galleries 

Minneapolis, MN 
Ridgedalc Center/Mall of 

America/Gaviidae Common 
6I2KINKADE (546-S233) 

4l2-8S8-8080*«l2-375-l64« 
800.534>4784 (toll free)

Camelot Gallery 
Farmington, CT/Boston, MA 
800 487.8988 * 800 956*5618

Perimeter Mall/Phipps Plaza 
770-351 -98001404-364-0608 

Gwinnett Place/Mali of Georgia 
678-475-6500 • 678-482-7818

Thomas Kinkade Signature Galleries 
Promenade MallAVoodland Hills Mall 

918-622-0084 • 918-294-8529 
Tulsa,Ok

Cape Cod Signature Galleries 
Chatham/Mashpee, MA 

888-414-7773 • 888-656-0009
WEST

Old Town Gallery 
Fort Collins, CO 

970-221-1690

Kinkade Family Galleries 

6 Texas Locations 
Ft. Worth-Austin-Dallas 
888-242-0650 (toll free)Thomas Kinkade Galleries 

Kenwood Towne Centre Mall 
(Upper Level next to Lazarus) 

& Hyde Park Square 
Cincinnati, OH 

888-294-7774 (toll free)

Fosters’ Gallery, Inc. 
Weymouth, MA 

781-337-5595 • 877-TKLIGHT Prescott Square Gallery/Sedona 
Signature Gallery TIaquepaque 

Prescott/Sedona, AZ 
877-776-8710

Alamo City Galleries 
at Alamo Quarry Market 

& River Center Mali 
Look for us in the 

Hyatt on Che Riverwalk! 
San Antonio,TX 

800-213-5234

Lynnhaven Gallery/Norfolk 
Gallery^ Promenade Gallery 

Virginia Beach/Norfoik,VA 
(All Toll Free) 
877-800-3994 

877-634-GLOW 
877-456-1241

WEST
Kinkade Family Galleries 

7 California Locations 
Carmel-Monterey 

888-657-0750

Trolley Square/Park City Galleries 
Sait Lake City/ Park City, UT 

877-799.0S02(Tol( fnt) 
435-658-MIOCool Springs and Rivergate Gallery 

Nashville,TN
615-771-0987 • 615-855-3680Thomas Kinkade

at Virginia Center Commons Gallery 
Glen Allen (Richmond), VA 

877-327-4273 (toll free)

Village Gallery 
Mission Vie)0/Laguna 

Beach/Brea/Irvine. CA 
800-KINKADE (546-5233)

Montclair Plaza Gallery 
Montclair, CA 
909-399-5748

Lightscape Gallery 
The Woodlands Mall 
The Woodlands,TX 

281-367-6888lomas Kinkade Signature Gallery 
South Coast Plaza 

Orange County, Ca. 
888-253-5535 (toll free)

Thomas Kinkade Gallery 
Court at King of Prussia 

King of Prussia,PA 
610-337-9250 

877-837-7024 (toll free)

INTERNATIONAL
Thomas Kinkade Gallery 

at BLUEWATER
West Village (ground level next to 

Watcrstone Bookstore) 
Tel:0l322-4274I7 

Kent, England

Park South Gallery 
Winter Park, FL 

800-254-5935
'thridge Gallery/The Oaks Gallery 
4orthridge/Thousand Oaks, CA 
818-775-0758 • 805 494-1576 Exclusiivl\f rcpreseiitin;^ Ihc zwrk of artist Thomas KinknJe



household naMes by lygeia grace

FIREPOWER Cla»*as by Chan 
Patterson, second from right, 
get added heat from Vikirtg ovens.

that rhe recipe calls for “salad oil” 
instead of extra-virgin olive oil, 
or that the instructions yield a 
quart of dressing. My partner, 
Dorothy, and I compromise and 
use half vegetable, half olive oil. 
Not bad—but we’re still left with 
two weeks’ worth of vinaigrette. 
I soon learn that large portions 
are one of the hallmarks ol 
Viking cuisine.

10:00 It’s time to start the 
chilled pepper coulis, and .since 
Dorothy is a stovetop-roasting 
veteran, I get to blacken the 
peppers over a burner. Is it me. 
or does the flame burn particu
larly clear and strong? Chan 
shows us how to remove charred 
skins by dropping the peppers 
into plastic bags and rubbing. 

Among this Food Network crowd. 
I’m the only one who has never seen 
this done before.

10:45 On a Viking range, a pot ot 
water comes to a boil in three minutes. 
I am so amazed, I almost miss the 
tomato-seeding demonstration.

11:00 A culinary Cinderella, I soon 
discover that old habits die hard. 
Inured to the irregular heat of my 20- 
year-old stove, I compulsively adjust 
the flame under the coulis every few 
minutes. Colleen saves me from myself 
by explaining that the simmer setting 
on the range is not only steady, bur

all fired up
At Viking’s ccxjking schools, the main 
course is served up on state-of-the-art ranges
1

their pick of the school’s Global and 
Wiisthof-Trident knives.

9:00 Our instructor, Chan Patterson, 
gives us a short lecture on the dangers 
of cross-contamination and goes over 
the day’s menu. I’m daunted by the 
terms—tomato concassee, pepper coulis,

IKE S.U.V. OWNERS who 
still get stuck in the snow, 
there are people who own 
professional-style stoves who 
can barely boil water. Viking, 

the ten-year-old appliance manufac
turer, doesn’t want its $5,000 ranges 
sitting idle, so it has opened cooking 
schools in Memphis and Nashville, 
where you can learn from the pros in 
kitchens outfitted with the company’s 
status ovens, dishwashers, trash com
pactors, and grills. Curious to try cook
ing in a trophy kitchen, I headed south.

8:45 Armed with my paring knife, 
boning knife, and chef’s knife, which I 
transported through airport security 
wrapped in newspapers in my luggage, 
I arrive at the Memphis Viking Culi
nary Arts Center for my one-day, $125 
basic techniques class. Not everybody 
has followed director Colleen DePete’s 
instructions. My eight classmates show 
up empty-handed and are offered

The joy of COOking SCllOOl
is that you never run out of ingredients, clean 
measuring cups, or mixing bowls
creme chantilly. The appliances gleam accurate. The flame sits just under the 
alluringly in the morning sun. This edge of the burner cap, producing low 
must be what it feeb like to take driver's and constant indirect heat. Wow. 
ed in a Porsche.

9:30 Matched up with partners, we main course: chicken saute with onions, 
assume our positions around the mas- garlic, and basil. With middling success— 
sivc marble island. Our first undertak- and lots of help from Chan—I learn 
ing is a basic vinaigrette. I don’t know how to fabricate a chicken (a.k.a. taking 
which is more disconcerting; the fact the breast off the bone). A momentary

11:30 We turn our attention to the

HouseCTGarden - makoi looo100
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Innovation: a Miele tradition since 1899.

With the soft touch Novotron/c console discreetfyFor 100 years, two eleganliy
integrated into the door's edge, access to on unparalleledsimple words have defined the
range of wash programs is right at your fingertips. Miele'sMiele philosophy: Forever Better.

service technician toThese words are exemplified unique Update feature allows
reconfigure these wash programs right in your dishwasher.through Miele's dedication to
increasirg longevity by taking advantage of future advancescon//nuous improvement, and

detergents and dishware. Swathed in three layers ofpassion hr bringing technology in
insulation, the sound of all this innovation at work is...life through masterfulto
supremely quiet.

After a century of Miele technc^ogical advances that 
have greatly enhanced our customers' lives, the next century 
promises to be. well, Forever Better. To learn more about the 
Miele passion for innovation, call 888-643-5302.

engineering.
Forever Better finds fresh 

expression in the G879 SCVi 
did^washer. Innovation is revealed throughout every inch of 
this superb design. Its enormous capacity offers extra height 
for oversized plates and stemware, and its unique cutlery 
tray indiyidually cradles and protects the finest silverware. 
When a smaller load is required, the Miele Top Solo 
feature alhws the use of the top bosket and cutlery tray 
alone, saving time, energy, and water.

anything else is a compromise
WWW. mie/eujo com
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Speak HI an ex|iert navel consuhant 1 
1 .R0(M5R-B(155.
24. Pleavtctid me all dw fire itenii in this category.

grand enuMX. 
lay. lull

8. Bul«h Park Avmiu*: lanmy. Pure .mil Simple 
For nxifc mhirmanon on this ckgam kixutv xedsn, 
cal l-MKVAA-BnCK.

6. Jaguar: A de^ uimhiiutKin of luxury and
pcifantumx. ihr laguar S-TYFE la unmuakahly a 
fagiiai Fur mole information caH l-KKM-JACUAR.

27. Falsy HM(n: TV im« ptugiuiu dcsipirti 
and maniikiautm in (Vrogimluatty. Our vau idri’ 
tion ot tlesigns enuirei you will find a mg lor every 
room in your borne. 800-779-0877. www.firiiy.iom. 
24. Hekanaan Iweorporafad: I Vsignm and 
tnanulacTurers of cunom-made nip and carpes that can 
be maslr m almna anv aic, shape, lolnc. or oxnliuiiDuii 
oTceihiia liir muir infamMiBHi, piauecdl800-24>777| 
or visit niiMvrbsiie nr www.lioltansnncaipct.tom.
29. Xaraatan: Karason olTen imds ttyilng, pacicm. 
and color all wewen coptbci inpnndtmduiing fkiur 
lashiotu fi>r die htane. TV Kaianan you 
today will be a pan of your kle tor yean to mmcaad 
wuh Karaatan you know ri wiH be a haunhsi part.
TV bruchure illusirjirs the heauiv ol Kamian with 
color photography, sboppoq; tips, and consumer 
advice on using carpets and rugs. Plowr specifv rugs 
(W Vudloom. S.f.
30. IVaac lend me all iV free kmu in thiv ustegoey.

and
or vltii www.taguar.oim/iu..
7. UiieolP NavtSatar It's (V must luxutiuus wav 
so travfH-..aiiywhite. lo learn mure abiwi cV mrld's 
moa powerful luxury SUV. caS WNM4fr-81W8, or rant 
AwwJsncolnwhicleaXDm,

iopb

4. Mazda: learn mnte mhimuixin ahuur iV full 
line ol Mania veliiclee at www.inaadauia.tam 

• HI i,"l liwo. Maida. l'<t in. Be moved.
9. Rcaoe tend me al tV hre Rcma

call

this cst^n.
tnnaideniig

10. Clartna: (Tanm new extra.firming contcMtate 
IS liirmuUtcd with milielWc-lHiililiii); namral plant 
auxins III promote fitmer slue evrmlav. \'iui die 
Clanns counter Ibr your uimpliinmiary sample
11. Please send me all tV fire iirnu in this category.

12. LaKwga*: UBaige ufiers a toinpletc line of 
hatidcndicd mtmin, iJilcs. and accent furnidunp 
cieunl by anuani from around iV wocld.
13. Laruaw-JtiWs A grot frame tnuhes iV entire 
room. acUsng ctcyanor and personal siMe. Foe (V bea 
in custom fiamrs, ask ynur custom fiamri fi>i iV
' raig I’onixi Signaluir Collcciion liy luiinn-Julil.
For mote mfbnnanan. call 8004Sb.{i)2& 01 viut lut 
w^BUc at www.lanoniulila.om.
14. M«di4 Art* Sroup hK.: rhomu Kuskadc, 
aancmallv tniuwiied as iV 'Paima of laght' » 
Ammu's mnw chenahed ariin. Hn li|du mfined 
art has captured the Intagmaliun ul'milluins. while 
amting you to npenener umplet times.
18. Paul* 3elctivid*l Seulptor**; 
Contemporaiy home, office, giidm sculptucr. Ixu 
mote than 50 tuLcohir pboco i"wgr«. vwK mat 
www,wildwedelscuJpnim.tom. Further mfiirrrutinn, 
call SOO-.W7-8907.
14. Please sokI me all 1V fire items in this cacegorv.

21. Al*K*Ml*r JuNan Mom* Cokaira by 
Unlv*r**l Pumltiar* IbwHsd' "(Jotnhroe heautv 
and style with fashion and fimction. then nHax and 
cnyiy. Express vouneirwuh my nva/d-vrimiing 
ualloctionat tummur thai't a little bit elegani, a lot 
cauiat. and very tomforulile,' Free caudug.
32. Am*ftean LastIwR ,'kyle, Comfiirt, 
Sdccsian...Quabtr Leaihci FumnutT h an inveommi 
you will enyiy fiir maiiv vein. WV serdc far anything 
leas than yuur choice of over 70 dmgm. 70 colors, 
eswom made and shipped tn yuu m 30 days ur less 
Call H00.4S(i.‘l5‘f‘l ext. 222. Free fainhure. or vuh 
our wcUiic al www.AmerkanIeailirr.iDm
33. 9U Mdll*! For iV dcalci neaiext vou, please
<Jl800dr^l(i‘r.
34. BMloiai Tyri*: " IV Enf^ith fjanlni Traiihiun.* 
.Made m England unce l‘)20, out solid teakwuod oui- 
door ami ptdm furnishings have ‘wnibnn!‘ tV text 
of time. Cllassu, .iwtutl'wmmog designs fi>r piKilside. 
garden, and allresco entmaimng will provide a lifetime 
of en)nvmcn( and saiisiaction. Eighty-fagC caialug, $3 
38. 4*ntliar4t Fumtttir* Company: TV Siena 
Calleetson inipired by die Ibitnidablc irmin and 
imptessive inisiic hcniape of the TuKxny reEMMi of 
Italy. Sieiu coiiihmes cnnlliimtal styling with fine 
crafbnunship. BeTnhaidi..,fumiiure nukcis iincr 
1889. wwwbemhaidlfiitnmiR tom (litakig, $12.
34. Brown Jordan Daalgn Raaoiirca: Since 
1955. brown fosdan has been tV jauiuci itumiJacrurrr 
affine casual hinudungi fiu tV home. Fnr a retail store 
nearcil you, or in prevpleaac c^ 80U 733-4232 rxi. 221 or wrirc Brown 
Iordan. 9660 Cidky Stieri. El Moor. CA 9r.11.
37. Caatary PumHwro InduMrio*; A lomplnr 
dm^ lesoutcc. Send tor a .ks-page botddet leniunrig 
bedrosmi. living room, and dining mom idniioiis 
fiuni more lhan 20 of our collccsinns. Wc nuke it coxy 
III find what vou want ii> leuliic 
Call WNMI52.53S2 or ran ntr webanr 
wwwxeraurvfiirnrtufe.iDm

73. Prantara.eofn: Fummue and gifis for the home. 
Fioea brands, wonderfiil service and complemetKary 
dtipping. FrotMTaxoBS a aqxnor shopping expenencr.
74. Qardan.cPBs; Gxiden.com u the leading 
roufcefixt tV finest m gardening pn4is. advRc, 
and afefmKHXi Over 20,000 ptuduco! Gxnlm.com 
- cveiyihing under (he sun.
78. Maud am,com; Fine ilianxmdi. iewvlry. and 
hBOKT iieins fnra areaind tV woiid. Piscoweties you 
cid'c find anywhere dre. Visii www.inoodaxxasm.
74. Plerec semi me afl the fiee ireins m dui caregary.

82. mcbwd Schaltz 0*e»i: Innovative deagiw 
(or use indnon and out, ranging from our daick I9M 
CoOeCDon and Peul Table Gillec iron so Topiaiy. Gail 
us at 2l3.679.2222or visit out garden at 
www.nchardschultrcom
83. Pleaae arnd me all (V fret iients in dus category.

84. Amdaga 4 Machbi Coaaarwtorlaa:
Amdcga Sc Machm Cainartvamnn arc dmignrd i» tV 
liiy^icsi qualirr to wiiluuiHl all climates. For a full- 
color brocJuirr. |sliooc H00'')22-unu.
88. Amttoo bitaiiiatIuiiBl; Deagn out of tV But 
from Aniocu-liuun' vuiyi tdr in lealiitK wouda. elqpni 
toiara, and authentic <)uiny tile looks. Free catakigiie. 
84. Andaraan Window 4 Patio Do*r 
Library: Building ur Remodelii^' TV windows and 
pniiD doors vnu diooie are one ol iV most impnrtani 
deciinna you will make. For free mionnaovc guido 10 
using wmdnwicall 1-800-426-4261.
87. Califorwla Cle**t*; At Galtfbcnia doacB. we 
bcliere that when you organae yuur hocuc. you ampli
fy yiiiir life. Wc have a cumplcic range of'cuiiom solu- 

>. Irom simple and fiinciHHul to supcnutly iraitcd 
lulian STStttm. 800-3.46-9704 ' www.calelnseiaxDm 
84. CambrWga Pavora: Add hautv and 
mainicnancc-fiect jmbndgc Pavmgaones with the 
value added surfine prancliiio ut .AtmorTek" to ynur 
“Ciitle*. ArmmTck'” will assure you that yum drive- 
wav, gardenwaJk. patio, and pool cktk will kiok like 
new torecei. wwwa3tnbndgepavc'ra.ccim - telepbntie ai 
201 ■>44-5000 ur fax 201-933-3331 
54. Oaracol Aaahigi.' Hi(^ qusbty. cuaom made 
teirac-uble fabiH. awnuigs fix decks, packn. svindovm. 
luul more. Call l-888'822-0.A82 to speak with yuur 
local dealer or viaii us ir www.diuasol.aim.

77. JmS»b Call 800/800-8800 far aore locatiati 
nearea you. Aasonniem of nems vanes by ntxe. 
www.cargei.cora
78. Pleaae send me al cV fiat itnos in due catzgory.

17. H*w Votk Seboal of brtwiar Daal^
From a vngir workshop or tccuire ro ibcbcinr and 
Mailer dcgire prograim. New Yiiik's pitmiev sidtuiil of 
ttnrnuc design nfira nip fsetUnn and superb location. 
Send tor a catalog, mcJuding mtotmanon about 30v 74. VMrl: Bniy an ro the obir with Viniti Italian 

deagn. quakev. and xtyle. Vinn leads irends and cre
ates daiauTi with uur Italian handenUred gifis. acces
sories. and dinnerware. irrcmobly liaisin' (a)
CoBecrar'i Caulogue, 23lk color photos. S63: (b)

, call aOfl.277-

rummer UKirsec.
all iV five aettB n ihw caaegary.14. ilrwesnid

award winiimg dnigns, Bruchure, tree. I-ur a
14. Cb*la*a Hoaaa: Omiaa Chebet Fhxar at 
'’(H-Nti ’• 3926 or email clnvrt*chebeahouieiiicxtim-

5933 Ol vLW www-vKtnxom.
40. Ilcase lend me al tV fns iicma at this category

20. L*a Jofa: Chiisiophcr Moore rraveb die world 
in an elion to uneardt Toile de Jouy dex^m from 
hisnvK estates. pnvKe udleciiuiu, and aniiqix 
reuHHiiiiiiniiig efibrts. lee )rda is proud ro he ihe 

and deudnllv
41. Holland Amorica: Imagine apkxing the 
woild'c must dcainiblc islands, heaches. dtiet and 
sifdKs - and uapacking only once. For vour hrnibure 
adIl-877-SAU>lAl-i'’l3
42. PlesM send me all the free items in tbx caugoty.

dreams. $3.diiiTihuior of these 
ongts^ pnmi. Bruchure, $1 
21. Paraanlala: IVimmals Dutduor Fabrics are 
wuwen a 100*>x wfunun-dyed acrybes in wundetfiiUy 
dimemimul cninn and desggts... aU perfirei for uac 
hiich uutdixin and indnun.

I



the electric beater is the novelty, so ^ 
stick to cutting strawberries with ar 
egg sheer and let Dorothy give hand 
whipping a whirl.

1:45 Starving and slightly blear) 
from standing all morning, we sit dowi 
to lunch. I am impressed—and certaii 
that if I had one of these ranges, I couk 
turn out gorgeous meals every night 
I’m not alone. Colleen tells me tha 
Viking dealers consider a class at th< 
VCAC the ultimate closer: virtuall) 
every person who visits the school afte 
coming into the showroom purchase: 
a Viking product.

2:30 Last stop is the retail shop 
adjacent to the test kitchen and cook 
ing theater. Stocked with a gleaming 
array of Hackman cookware, Mauvie 
copper pots, Riedel wineglasses, anc 
scores of utensils, cookbooks, ant 
bakeware, it distracts me from thinking 
about trying to convince my husbant 
that wc absolutely need a Viking range 
Until then, a new cutting board, < 
stainless-steel whisk, suede jwtholders 
and some wooden spoons from France 
will have to suffice.

setback occurs when we burn the 
butter for our saute. Dorothy kindly 
clarifies another batch. (The joy of cook
ing school is that you never run out 
of ingredients, clean measuring cups, 
or mixing bowls.)

12:00 Before we break to eat our first 
course—the chilled coulis, cheese, and 
crackers—I remove the cooked chicken 
breast to a plate and set it on the warm
ing rack built into the ventilation hood. 
Even Dorothy, who already owns a 
Viking range, thinks this is pretty neat.

12:45 Refreshed by the coulis (ap
parently delicious, if you like roasted 
peppiers, which I don’t), we set to work 
on making strawberry shortcake. One 
of Chan’s goals is to help us develop 
cooking techniques like measuring, 
boning, roasting, and learning ratio.s, 
so that we can confidently approach 
any dish. To that end, I suspect, some of 
the recipes are unnecessarily compli
cated. The biscuits call for butter in 
ounces, but shortening in tablespoons.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES Th* retail shop at the 
Viking Culinary Arts Canter has every
thing a cooking-school graduate naeds.

Milk is also apportioned by the ounce, 
not by the cup. Equipf>ed with an elec
tronic scale, beakers, measuring spoons, 
and Pyrex cups, Dorothy and I set to 
work. I haven’t done this much mea
suring since high school chemistry.

1:30 Our final task is to prepare the 
shortcake filling. Chan suggests that we 
forego electric beaters for the authen
ticity of balloon whisks. In my hou.se,

Amdega 
Conservatories, 
hand made in 

England since 1874 
from the finest 

timber and glass.

AMDEGA
ESTABLISHED 1874

.\mdega and Machin design offices 
throughout the USA and Canada. 

For your copy of our brochure 
plea.se call 1-800-449-7348 or 

visit our website www.amdega.com 
All other countries call +44 1325 468522





IINCOrkBd. byjaymcinerney

the good earth Input data 
pNar = 1.94, 

J>SO,^-1.35.

1.47
For a growing number of wine 
makers. it*s tbe soil—not the cellar— 
that can make or break a vintage

d ANIEL ROBERTS

reckons that he 
has dug more than 
12,000 holes in 
the course of his 

professional life. A pro-wrestler-sizcd 
guy in his fifties, Roberts looks like he 
could dig a pit with his bare hands, but 
he generally uses a backhoc for the 
first part of the job. Once the hole is 
deep enough, he likes to climb in and 
get his hands dirty. Roberts i.s in 
charge of soil management at Kendall- 
Jackson. Watching him crumbling, 
sniffing, and even tasting a clump of 
loam, you know that this is a labor 
of love. Around the Napa Valley, 
he’s known as Dr. Dirt.

Roberts, who studied agronomy at 
the University of New Hampshire, says 
that his mother once told him he was so 
dirty, he ought to get a doctorate in it.
He did, and the California wine indus
try is beginning to get down with him.
“For years,” he says, “California focused 
on what was above ground.” Now Saintsbury in Carneros, which lack the 
Golden State wine makers are starting awesome resources of Kendall-Jackson,

Saintsbury owners David Graves and 
Richard Ward, from .soil testing to prui i 
ing. The two U.C. Davis grads have been 
producing very good Pinot Noir in Car
neros for more than a decade, about half 
of that amount from purchased grapes. 
But their quest for a grand cru American 
Pinot Noir led them to start over, liter
ally from the ground up, Seven years ago 
they found what they considered an 
ideal site in Carneros—the Brown Ranch, 
just a couple of miles from their winery. 
In conjunction with Mochizuki, they con
ducted extensive soil and drainage tests, 
and began the laborious process of mark 
ing out different “blocks” and choosing 
the rootstocks best suited to each.

A short Viticulture loi interlude: Prior 
to the nineteenth century, grapevines 
were planted on their own roots, like 
most sensible members of the vegetable 
kingdom. Since the mideentury phvilox 
era epidemic, European varietal grape
vines (Cab, Pinot, Chardonnay, et al.) are 
almost always grafted onto louse-resistant 
American rootstocks. Just to ridiculously 
complicate matters further, the vines 
grafted onto the rootstock arc often 
cloned from a single mother plant. Wine
growers have many clones to choose

cab,” he says^which is why, when it’s 
replanted, he will order a less vigorous 
rootstock for this part of the vineyard.

Roberts is part of an informal frater
nity of California viticulturists who 
are shifting the focus of wine making 
from the cellar to the vineyard itself. 
Some small, dirt-conscious wineries, like

Grapevines, like children 
need discipline and boundaries

s

to suspect what the French have known 
for a long time—that dirt is important, 
and that the character of a wine is 
largely determined in the vineyard.

Takir^ me on a tour of a hillside caber
net vineyard that will become a source for 
Jess Jackson’s boutique Cardinale E-state 
cab, Roberts shows me three test pits that 
have successively richer and less rocky 
soil. He then points out that the vines 
adjacent to the lowest and least rocky 
hole are more vigorous and leafy. In fact, 
the lower part of the vineyard is too 
lush for his taste—“Rocks are good for

avail themselves of the services of vine- 
wrangler-for-hire Martin Mochizuki 
of Walsh 'Vineyard Management, who 
carries his pruning shears bolstered on 
his hip. Mochizuki, who was born in 
Fresno, came to viticulture by way of a 
degree in entomology from Berkeley, 
although, fortunately, no one seems to 
call him Dr. Bugs. (His face does light up 
like someone recognizing an old friend, 
though, when he points out a vine dam
aged by the nasty phylloxera louse.)

The boyish, taciturn Mochizuki super
vises all aspects of viticulture for
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Now your kitchen will stand out. 
(Instead of your refrigerator.)Presenting GE's 

nnstomSt\le^' Refrigciaiors.
Nothing transforms your kitchen 

like the remarkable design of GE’s 
(aistomStyle Refrigerators.

They give you the beautiful built-in 
look of a custom kitchen you’ve always 
wanted without the hassle of remnadon. 
B('cause unlike other refrigerators, 
the CustomStyle Refrigerators don’t 
stick out. Sleeker on the outside and 
svider on the inside, they fit better in 
v’our kitchen, giving you the look of

a custom built-in unit. 
.\nd GE is the first brand to design 

a complete line of refrigerators to 
match your style—whether it’s top- 
mount, side-by-side, stainless, trim 
kit or free standing.

So you get a refrigerator that 
blends in physically and fashionably, 
giving you the kitchen you’ve always 
wanted without the hassle.

GE’s innovative CustomStyle 
Refrigerators. Outstanding because 
thev don't stand out.

Performance
WeMnggoodthmgstoi^



bought their dream site, a southeast
facing slof)c in western Sonoma.

is accounted for. “We’re looking for 
fifteen to seventeen leaves per shoot, and 

“The first aspect of viticulture is site that will ripen one or two bunches.” Ram 
selection,” Wetlaufer tells me as we walk pant greenery is discouraged. “The vine 
the steep, rocky rows of the bleakly beau- allocates carbohydrates between fruit and
tiful vineyard. The second aspect, devel- vegetation,” he explains. Too much green- 
opment, involves dozens of backhoe pits, cry robs the fruit of root-borne nutrients. 
Like his pals at Saintsbury, Wetlaufer Wetlaufer speaks ofgrapc leaves as if they 
mapped out blocks and laboriously are at best a necessary evil, 
matched them with rootstocks and clones,

uNcoited

from. Custom viticulture thus involves 
hundreds of possible combinations of 
clone and rootj?tock. The first two vin
tages of Saintsbury Brown Ranch Pinot 
Noir show that meticulous matchmaking 
of soil type to plant materia! can have a 
hugely beneficial impact on wine quality 

“To make a certain quality of wine, you 
have to grow your own grapes,” insists 
John Wetlaufer, business partner and 
husband to wine goddess I lelen Turley 
“It’s totally artificial to separate grape 
growing and wine making,” he says. Over 
the years, while Turley became the most 
sought-after wine maker in California, 
Wetlaufer began to specialize in the agri
cultural side of the biz. A natural scholar 
who looks like he should be teaching 
at Berkeley, Wetlaufer became a self- 
taught viticulturist, reading everything he 
could find and visiting the best Pinot and 
Chardonnay vineyard sites in California 
and France, After years of consulting for 
operations like Pahlmeyer Winery, and of 
purchasing grapes (and fighting with 
growers) for their own Marcassin 
Chardonnay, Wetlaufer and Turley finally

Recently Wetlaufer and his pal Dr. 
mostly in the interest of lowering vigor Dirt have gotten into computer model- 
(gr^ quality and quantity being inversely ingof terrain and global satellite system
related). He spaced and positioned the technology. Wetlaufer tried to explain 
rows to optimize the exposure to sunlight, it to me on the long drive back down

the Pacific Coast, but after four or five
HAT HAPPENS above hours of Advanced Viticulture, my head
ground is equally impior- was aching. Science is not my strong 
tant. Grapevines, like suit. Fortunately, once we returned to 

children, need discipline and boundaries; civilization, I got to taste Marcassin in 
the Marcassin vines are meticulously the presence of the wine goddess her 
trained and pruned till they resemble self. Moving from Turley’s ’98 Gauer 
green solar panels. Although Burgundy Ranch Chardonnay, made with purcbised 
was once his model, Wetlaufer believes grapes, to the ’98 Chardonnay from her 
that standard Burgundian canopy man- own vineyard was a revelation. The first 
agement promotes vines that are basically was spectacular. The second, made by 
too short and too dense to allow optimal the same wine maker, employing the same
ripening. “The goal,” he s^, “particularly cellar techniques, was even better, almost
with red grapes, is to get direct li^t on the beyond superlatives, 
fruit in the morning, but not the hotter
afternoon sun.” Every leaf in the vineyard her glass to her husband.

w

“Tl&i^fjviticulture,” saidTurley, tipping

THE OENO FILE
nXi .MAItt'ASSI> \irsKYARO 

PINOT NOIR This shows the bass 
note, earthy component we associate 
with great burgundy, along with gorgeous 
ripe black fruit and hints of cola and 
cinnamon bark. Grand cru stuff. S75 
•07 SAINTSBl'RY PINOT NOIR 

RKSER^■K The cherries jump out of the 
glass and into your nose, a i^easant impression 
that is confirmed on the palate. A counterbal
ancing acidity prevents the fruit from cloying. 
Even better with roast chicken or beef. $46 
•07 SAINTNm'RY BROWN 

RANCH PINOT NOIR This is a 
brooding, serious Pinot Noir that might have 
come from Gevry Chambertin. The deep, 
smoked black cherry fruit is complemented 
by earthy bass notes. This should probably 
be cellared for a year or two. $80 
*07 SAINTSIU RY C^HARDONNAY 

CARNKROS I NTTCTKIIKIJ Very 
pretty and refined, with honeysuckle on the 
nose and ripe, sweet pineapple fruit. An 
elegant style, blessedly light on the oak. $20 
W KK>NiCWmiia?I’ CHARIX)NNAY 

SONOMA CXWNTY Very concentrated, 
with just the right touch of vanilla from the 
oak. A nice balance of sharp lemon and 
rich honey. Serious Juice from the Kendall- 
Jackson empire. $22

House;i^Garden . Makcu 2000



/ found my heart 

There’s comfort here.

Kkk off my shoes. Be me.

corporate job, Abig tottoo.

fts just the way I am.

AMERICANLEATHER rn

70 Styles. 70 Colors. Custom Made. 4 Week Delivery.ELMO
tiinal /litJiy Elmo

thnxch your desisnar Litben secoonal C2000Am«ncan Laaltier

For our dealer nearest you, call I * 800 • 655 • 5040 
or visit our website at www.americanleather.com



pastpenfect by veronique vienne

September
1970

a
COUPLE OF 

chairs bor
rowed from 
the dining 
room and set 

under a tree create a delicious 
sense of impromptu elegance.
In thi.s photograph published in 
House & Garden in 1970, the con
cept is tempered to perfection. 
Landscape architect James Fan
ning, who designed the MoMA 
Sculpture Garden with Philip 
John.son in 1953, dreamed up the 
unusual Connecticut garden 
vignette for Thomas B. Hess, 
the editor q{ ARTnews, and his 
wife, Audrey, a nature lover and 
native of New Orleans.

The leafy poolside gazebo 
was clearly conceived by some
one with a modernist’s eye.
Though nature is the palette, 
the overall intention is one 
of geometry. The horizontal 
and vertical lines of the three 
ladder-back chairs serve as a 
matrix for the entire landscape.
On the trunks of tall cherry trees, an 
arbor of weeping cherries has been 
grafted to form a flat pleached canopy. 
The pattern of the stone terrace sug
gests a grid, as does the long fence 
separating this secluded area from the 
pond and the bird sanctuary below. 
More than a garden, this is a backyard 
art installation, a subtle reference to the

work of Land Artists, who were gaining 
popularity at the beginnir^ of the 1970s.

For Fanning, Hess was the ideal client. 
One of the brightest art critics of the 
postwar generation, Hess was a cham
pion of ab.stract expressionism and a 
friend of Willem de Kooning. Barnett 
Newman, and Alexander Liberman. 
Fie mu.st have appreciated the inherent

contradictions of this little in sin 
masterpiece, particularly the clasl 
between the rustic and the contrived 
the indoors and the outdoors, th< 
figurative and the abstract—or, as h< 
himself once put it, “those ambigu 
ous, evanescent, ironic qualities o 
art which are, as Baudelaire first noted 
the characteristics of modernity.
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IS THE NEW CHOICE IN BATHROOM SUITES.

The GiannCSuite The Cbiprianf SuiteThe Sophia'"Suite

Now you can experience Jacuzzi quality, style, and performance on a grander scale. 
Because now there is a complete collection of sinks, toilets, and bidets beautifully 
designed to coordinate with Jacuzzi^ whirlpool baths and shower systems. Choose 
from a breathtaking array of colors and styles to fit every taste and budget, all made In 
America and backed by Jacuzzi. It’s not just a bathroom. It’s a statement of quality. 
Only from the innovator of bathing luxury.

Jacuzzi
Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath and Jacuzzi are registered trademarks of Jacuzzi Inc. ft I OOOu El ATM

THE GENUINE BRAND

Call or click for information and a free catalog: JACUZZI WHIRLPOOL BATH 1-800-288-4002 www.jacuzzi.com
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first principle The intangible world of cyberspace, where more
and more of our life takes place, creates a desire for its opposite—a world of 
the senses: of smell, taste, and touch, as well as sight Edible landscaping adds to the 
and sound. A beautifully landscaped garden with range of colors and textures 
fruits, herbs, and vegetables is uniquely equipped at no sacrifice to sophistication 
to satisfy this desire and to remind us that our as this Belgian garden by 
grounding in the earth obliges us to use it wisely. Jacques Wirtz shows.
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Jacques Wirtz has surrounded a | small Belgian castle

flow into the landsc!with edible and ornamental gardens that





The sophisticated blending of geometry and undulation cajne

I
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QU up tfe:htH.:to'ribtebning
W

r ^ E WERE STANDING undercentenary cherry
trees, looking down on a scene that might have been painted 
four centuries ago by Jan Brueghel, the “Velvet Brueghel,” as he 
was called. Nearly the entire of Belgium’s Mot Valley lay before 
us: slopes of orchard and vineyard; meadows of grazing Sulfblk 
sheep; a pond and ornamental potager; flower gardens and 
hawthorn hedges; and, in the valley’s deepest crevice, a doll
house of a Renaissance castle. Casual observers might assume 
that such a vision could only have evolved over ages of meticu
lous refinement. But ten years ago the natural-spring sources 
that feed the trickling Mot were clogged, the house was a sham
bles, and only the orchards, thoi^ long abandoned, suggested 
the valleys cornucopian potential.

That was what Angelique and Robert Noortman found on a 
November day in 1988. “It was dreary, really,” Angelique 
remembered, “but we knew immediately that this was our 
house.” And when the circa 1661 house was restored and deco
rated, there was the small matter of 40 acres of fertile loam, 
spread beguilingly beneath the village of Bor^oon, to consider. 
That is where Jacques Wirtz came in.

Wirtz is arguably Europe's premier landscape architect, with 
projects that range from his redesign of the (Carrousel gardens 
at the Tuileries in Paris, to the University of Antwerp campus, 
to countless residential commissions. With his two sons, Peter 
and Martin, Wirtz has configured his firm to encompass both 
design and contracting arms, so that quality control is a given.

How, exactly, did Wirtz begin such an enormous under
taking—the design and planting of an entire valley, after 
all—much less carry it through? “The [Noortman] property 
radiated a great potential charm,” Peter, who studied at 
ComeU’s landscape architecture program in the 1980s, told 
me. “There was the little castle, and from there on, the back
bones were quickly suggested. It was the old lesson number

THE RECTIUNEAR LANDSCAPING plan Inspired by the 
Renaissance castle called for squares for the potager, straight 
rows of hedges in front of the castle, and geometrical beds for 
the perennials In back, which function as outdoor rooms. Wirtz 
enlarged and reconfigured the original pond, behind which 
Suffolk sheep graze amid fruK trees. The Noortmans' 1,000 apple, 
cherry, pear, plum, quince, and peach trees amount to the 
largest collection of old-fruit specimens in Belgium. Because 
many of them were in poor condition, Wirtz began work on the 
garden by restoring the orchards and r^lacing some of the trees.
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THE VIEW ACROSS THE POND and perennial gar*
dens, above right, leads to a section of orchard artd,
at the crest of the hill, takes in several houses in
Borgloon, a medieval site that is one of the oldest 

villages in Belgium (after nearby Tongeren). WATER LILIES, like 
the one above, thrive in the pond now, as do ducks, thanks to 
Wirtz’s restoration of the area’s ecology. A PEEK INTO THE 
ROSE garden, right, reveals fruit trees ai>d blue*flowering hibiscus, 
which provide patches of shade and visual diversity. anoeliQUE, 
LISA. AND MICHELLE NOORTMAN, above left, pick berries. 
Before beginning her family, Angelique was a commercial pilot.

one that we le^Tied in college; respect the spirit of the place."
The departure point was, however, the orchards: r,ooo apple, 

cherry, pear, plum, quince, and even peach trees, the largest col
lection of old-fruit specimens in Belgium, many of which 
urgently needed replacing.

Wirtz’s solution, to follow a 15-year plan of gradual re.stora- 
tion, is more than halfway along; and in spring, this protected 
microclimate brings forth a mass of frothy blossoms. Once the 
orchard’s future was resolved, the development of orderly gar
den spaces around the house b^an.

chose to adapt it to the valley’s natural slope. This blending of j 
geometry and undulation carries you up the hill, to ribboning | 
rows of vines or into the adjacent rose garden, which blooms | 
white and apricot, pink and yellow, from May to October.

Similarly, the geometry described by yew and box hedges in; 
the perennial garden, to the rear of the house, is intended to 
guide the feet of the person walking through it, and not as a for
mal constraint on the lush plantings of hydrangea, azalea, 
clematis, and wisteria. A Wirtz garden is a garden designed to 
play upon the interaction between the people who enter it and 
the natural, if reconstructed, world.

Within this scheme is the inherent tension between flow and 
control, glossy and matte, rough and soft, open and enclosed. 
The chestnut fencing cordons off well-spaced pear and plum 
trees that seem to float against the sky, while neatly trimmed 
European hawthorn hedges march alongside the meanderings

m ym ^hen i visited the Noortmans, I was 
Mx struck by the progression of plantings 

r ^ fronting the house and gradually moving 

up the facing hill to the potager and vineyard. Wirtz, aware 
that there had once been a moat around the castle, had 
created a narrow canal flanked by pleached linden and by 
yew and hornbeam hedges.

The potager, or kitchen garden, containing herbs and veg
etables for everyday cooking, as well as cutting flowers and 
berry fruits, is ornamental in the traditional sense. But Wirtz, 
rather than flattening this area to conform to the classic model.
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an orderly flow
Although this vast garden has a formal organization, it is anything but
rigid. Instead of imposing rectilinear form on the landscape, the
Wirtzes have created orchards and vineyanto whose fluid lines are in
keeping with the contours of the landscape. 1 Even the grid of beds
in the potager curves and expands, taking its shape from the bend in
the adjacent road. 2. The herbs and vegetables are orderly inside their
box-edged beds—oi>e tidily rowed crop hUo KiSSi
per square—creatir>g an elegsnt Irtluie
patchwork laid atop the sinuous land

scape, and visible from the castle.
•«3. To give the potager a varied look,

the edible annual plantirigs are
arranged to complement orte another,
providing contrast from bed to bed.
For instance, a box containing a
chartreuse lettuce with a ruffled
texture might be placed next to
golden, feathery dill and the
thick, bluish leaves of a broccoli
plant. 4. Trees arrd topiary let>d f^raccoii
permanence and structure
(o the potager. A hornbeam gazebo provides a focal point (and shade)
at the center; topiary of clipped box and yew are scattered
symmetrically among the beds; and a sentIrMi planting of willow
leaved pears marks the edge of the garden. —DEBORAH needleman
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of the Mot. How do the Noortmans and their children go 
about living in, and with, this bounteous environment? “I take 
a book into the pergola when I need peace and quiet,” said 
Robert. “Also, we invite friends to come and pick cherries in 
summer, to go for walks with the children to feed the ducks or 
study birds’ nests. And you know, the wonderful thing is, there 
were no ducks or even birds here before. Wirtz changed our 
lives; he informed us, taught us how to live here.”

‘And to appreciate, to be patient with the garden.” added 
Angelique. “It’s paradise, right?"

I could only agree—though paradise, applied here, seemed 
almost an understatement. iKJ

MORE THAN THREE MILES of European hawthorn, left, were 
planted by Wirtz to amble alongside powdered-stone paths 
and the Mot stream. These historically correct hedges have 
to be cut back three times a year by head gardener Jean-Pierre 
Stiers, during which periods they grow nearly seven feet.
BOX AND HIGH YEW hedges, below, conduct visitors along 
the mossy paths of the flower garden’s lush profusion of 
perennials. THE HORNBEAM PERGOLA, opposite page, punctu
ated by benches and openings into the adjacent flower garden, 
puts anyone who pauses here “in a medieval atmosphere,”
Peter Wirtz says. “H’s low and tight, and makes you feel humble.”



he people who enter it and the natural world





later, the prince presides over Highgrove, a 1,085-acre farm in Gloucestershire

that is as picturesque as it is a great achievement.

Gazing across the fields of oats and rolled hay bales, with the Tetbury church 

spire in the distance, one is impressed by the pastoral landscape. Under the 

prince’s direction, the land has been successfully converted from conventional to 

organic farming. Now profitable, the farm’s soil management methods have influ

enced farmers around the world. What’s more, the revenues from a line of cook

ies produced from the farm’s crops go to the prince’s charities.

Shortly after moving into Highgrove and creating a home for himself in its 

eighteenth-century manor house, Prince Charles created a walled kitchen gar

den on his new property. From the start,THE PRINCE OF WALES, above,
surveys a field of organic wheat at the he wanted his garden to be organic. For
Duchy Home Farm, near his Highgrove

advice, he turned to the Marchioness ofestate in Gloucestershire, England.
Salisbury, a long-standing member ofTHE THREE-ACRE GARDEN, left,

provides ^sh vegetables for the **bex Britain’s Soil Association and a champion
scheme,” In which families from the

of chemical-free gardening. She told himlocal community can sign up weekly for
about her famous natural fertilizer, adelivery of a box of seasonal vegetables.
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potent mixture of manure and leaf mold 
that she calls “Salisbury pudding.” One 
look at her fabulously fecund gardens at 
Hatfield House, in nearby Hertfordshire, 
and the prince became a believer.

After five years of gardening for him
self at Highgrove, Prince Charles felt 
ready to take on the challenge of organic 
farming at the Duchy Home Farm. He 
hired David Wilson, an agricultural- 
school graduate, to begin a wholesale 
organic conversion in 1986. Chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides were elimi
nated, and arable fields were farmed in 
seven-year rotations—three years of 
clover and grass, followed by beans, 
winter wheat, and spring oats, then rye. 
By 1996 the Duchy Home Farm was

oversees the development of such prod
ucts as Organic Highland Shortbread 
cookies. He also painted a watercolor 
that will appear on a new gift tin. 
Duchy Originals’ profits—more than 
$320,000 last year—go to the Prince of 
Wales Charitable Foundation.

In an effort to supply the neighbor
ing community with fresh organic 
food, the Duchy Home Farm has also 
begun what it calls a “box scheme.” 
About a hundred local families pay for 
and receive a weekly box of seasonal 
organic vegetables, which arc grown 
on a three-acre plot.

Prince Charles, too, tries to cat 
organically whenever possible. “I am 
not alone in not wanting to eat any

completely organic. “What we’re try
ing to do,” Wilson says, “is to produce 
food of the highest quality, without 
degrading the environment and with
out degrading the soil, so there is some
thing left for future generations.”

Now the fields around Highgrove 
make up a glorious patchwork of wheat, 
oats, rye, and beans, which grow along
side grazing pastures for rare-breed 
sheep and dairy cows. The wheat and 
oats are used to produce a line of cook
ies, Duchy Originals biscuits, which are 
sold in this country in many natural- 
food and specialty shops.

The prince is as involved in the com
pany as his schedule allows. He enthu
siastically participates in taste tests and
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genetically modified produce,” he said 
in a 1998 speech at the British Soil 
Association’s Organic Food Awards, 
in which he raised some of his concerns 
about bioengineered crops. “Personally, 
I don’t think it is right to tamper with 
the building blocks of life. I also regard 
the technology as unproven, with the 
potential to cause serious and possibly 
irreversible damage to wildlife and 
the environment.”

use methods that are good for people, 
animals, and the environment."

Todav Prince Charles spends as much 
time at Highgrove as his royal responsi
bilities permit. It is not unusual to see 
him strolling through pastures of Black 
Aberdeen Angus, who are adorned with 
the cowbells he has collected from as far 
away as Austria and Italy. Every once in 
a while, the prince will stop to jot dowm 
one of what Wilson calls his “famous red 
notes,” an idea—written in red ink, and 
usually on the run-about a new location 
for a tree, perhaps, or a green path. “The 
Prince of Wales has a very keen eve for 
detail,” Wilson says. “He’ll look at the 
landscape, and that will give him a feel as 
to where to plant something, whether it’s 
a hedgerow or a clump of trees. He can 
envision how it will look in the future."

Walking through the fields with 
Wilson and his two dogs, one can’t help 
but be impressed by the bucolic vista. 
The traditional hedgerows and stone 
walls separating the fields seem worthy 
of a Constable. Bright red poppies. 
Queen Anne's lace, and other wildflowers

T T H E Duchy Home Farm, 
the prince is setting an exam
ple for farmers everywhere, 

including here in the United States. 
One Virginia landowner, a physician 
named Mark Head, is converting his 
family farm to organics after seeing the 
results at Highgrove. He is doing so 
with the help of Gary Valen, director of 
sustainable agriculture for the Humane 
Society of the United States. “Like the 
Duchy Home Farm.” VaJen says, “we 
want to be the opposite of factory farms 
that sell their products with little con
cern for local communities. We want to

a
A LINE OF ORGANIC COOKIES. Duchy 
Original*, above, are mad* from th* wheat 
and oats grown at th* Duchy Home Farm. 
Proceeds from sales benefit th* Prince of 
Wales Charitable Foundation. RED POPPIES, 
below, grow at the edge of a field of rye.
THE PRINCE OF WALES, opposite page, 
left, inspects a pasture of Ayrshire dairy 
cows with farm manager David Wilson.
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the royal soil: going organic, step by step[junctuatc the grass margins between 
the fields. Rare brown-and-white Irish 
Moiled cows graze contentedly among 
/Vyrshire dairy cattle. Black I lebridean 
ihcep, an endangered breed, peer out 
from the shade of ancient gnarled oaks.

Yet Ilighgrove is more than just an 
exquisite environment; it is proof that 
organic farming can work. “The great 
jchievement is that we have managed 
to convert the whole farm to an 
organic system, despite the advice of 
uccountants and consultants who all 
iaid it can’t be done,” the Prince of 
Wales has said. “But I am one of those 
people who tries to operate more on 
an instinctive basis. I just felt this was 
the right thing: to take a more sensi
tive approach to farming the soil, an 
approach in harmony with nature, 
rather than battling against it.

Organic standards are outlined by many 
organizations around the world, but in 
Britain, the most widely respected of such 
groups Is the Soil Association, a charitable 
organization whose symbol appears on 
the prince's Duchy Originals cookies. His 
farm at HIghgrove follows many of the Soil 
Association's organic recommendations, 
Including: 1. No chemical fertilizers, 

herbicides, fungicides, or insecticides are 
used. (A soil must be free of chemical 
dependence for two years before it or Its 
crops may be called organic.)
2. Crops are grown on a 
planned rotation to sustain 

soil fartillty. Where an exhaustive 
crop (one that depletes the soil's 
nutrients) such as cabbage is 
grown one year, a restorative 
crop (one that adds nutrients) like

beans Is grown the next. The prince’s farm 
Is on a seven-year schedule, but most 
home gardeners rotate their vegetables on 
a three-year plan. 3. Permanent areas of 
rough grassland are maintained 

around the farm's fields. Some are sown 
with wildflewers in order to encourage a 
diversity of wildlife. This grass field margin 
is cut in summer as a weed barrier and 
short-grass habitat, while the section 
adjacent to the hedge is left to flower and 
seed, providing cover for birds and

beneficial Insects, such as those that 
^ eat aphids and black flies.—D.N.
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juicy fruit/
WHETHER MANICVRED OR MEDIATED^ cvervgarden Cultivates an 
element of surprise. In the work of Peter Fischli and David Weiss, 
longtime artistic collaborators, nature takes over. This photograph, 
one of more than loo they exhibited last year at New York’s 
Matthew Alarks Galler\; expresses a dynamism both seductive and 
repellent, providing a taste of the team’s conceptual project, which 
included planting a garden for Germany's Miinsjier Sculpture Project, 
and documenting its growth. Wild strawberries, indeed!
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PHOTOGRAPH BY PETER FISCHLI AND DAVID WEISS
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Silken olive oil and lush produce are just some of the 

lasting pleasures of Nan McEvoy’s Marin County ranch

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MELANIE ACEVEDOWRITTEN BY ALISON COOK

130 PRODUCED BY LORA ZARUBIN



ITALIAN OLIVES, far left, make a Tuscan-

style oil that suits the produce from Nan

McEvo; luberant kitchen garden.

*Amon9 lasures, this page: ‘Liman’s

Russian UTand



SILVERY OLIVE GROVES have reshaped 

the native landscape of oak-dotted hills. 

GARDENER Margaret Koski-Kent, opposite 

page, brings in lunch supplies from ttte 

potager’s hillside annex. Its flowers, herbs,

and greenery yield dally table arrangements,

topped ‘Packman Fi’ broccoli picked an 
hour ago is like meeting the vegetable 
for the first time. Baby crookneck 
squashes wearing green caps consort 
with twiggy haricots ‘Vcrnandon’ so 
young that you scarcely have to top and 
tail them; slivers of ranch-cured olives 
wake up the gentle flavors without 
manhandling them. And a salad hand 
tumbled by Gerald Gass, one of McEvp/s

freestanding country kitchen, at the 
heart of a compound cradled in the 
close-cropped hills of northernmost 
Marin Countv.

Several times a week, McEvoy’s ranch 
team gathers at the long kitchen table 
for a staff lunch that draws on organic 
seasonal produce to simple, dazzling 
effect. Employee perks don’t get any bet
ter than this. To eat delicate, fcathery-

HE McEVOY RANCH—source

lof a California olive oil so 
serious you can practically sip 

it like fine tequila—would not be half as 
compelling a place without its kitchen 
garden. An exuberance of towering 
wooden tepees and bamboo corrals, 
this year-round cornucopia flourishes 
just outside the windows of San Francisco 
Chronicle heiress Nan Tucker McEvoy’s
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is:

inside dirt
For head gardener Margaret Koskt-Kent, organic gardening at the McEvoy ranch begin* with 
healthy soil. “We feed the soil, the soil provides for the plants, and the plants provide for us,” 
she declares. In addition to advocating crop rotation, which foils pests while allowing the 
earth to replenish itself, Koski-Kent offers the following tips for fostering healthy soil and 
strong, disease>resistant plants: 1. At annual sowing time, she works plenty of wel(-rotted 
compost into the soil. 2. “Hungry” plants, like globe artichoke and horseradish, receive 
a topdressing of farmyard manure earty in the season. 3. instead of letting beds lie 

fallow after a harvest—which leaches nutrients and causes eroding—Koski-Kent keeps soil 
fertile by planting COver cropS. In spring she turns them under, to add organic matter and 
treat a variety of soil ills. Legumes like clover and vetch increase the amount of nHrogen 
in the earth. They are particularly 
good cover crops for plots where 
“heavy feeders” like broccoli 
and cauliflower grow. 4. To 
break up heavy clay soil,
Koski-Kent plants mustard and 
daikon. Their deep taproots 
act like wedges, opening up the 
earth for increased aeration 
and water penetration. 5. She 

likes cereal crops—winter rye, 
wheat—which improve a soil’s 
tilth, or physical condition. —D.N.

n*'o full-time chefs, vibrates with so 
much life and color— from the tang of its 
lemon dressing to its stained-glass cubes 
of‘Orange Russian iiy* and ‘Lillian’s 
Heirloom Yellow’ tomatoes—that it 
almost breaks your heart. When, you 
hnd yourself lamenting, will I eat a 
sal.id this fresh again?

Answer: when you plant your own 
kitchen garden. It doesn’t have to be as
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RANCH OLIVE OIL animates a lemony
salad—Juat minutes out of the ground—
and an equally fresh heirioom-tomato
pizza, singed into life by the garden’s
woodburr>iiig oven. (Recipes, see page 179)

grand as McEvoy’s, with its sitting- 
height walls of precisely chiseled scone, 
its perimeter of dwarf Meyer lemon 
trees, and its alluring side grottoes fitted 
out for picnicking with a water spout 
here, a floor of inlaid stone there. Nor 
does it have to make your kitchen as self- 
sufficient as this one, its chefs supplied 
with everything from celery to pome
granates to blond autumn raspberries 
from a neat, bamboo-rimmed hedge.

It’s the ideas that count. Head gar
dener Margaret Koski-Kent uses a whole

carnival of brassicas as design elements, 
from a blue-green surf of broccoli to 
a sturdy froth of cabbage heads. She 
combs seed-saving sources for old- 
fashioned vegetables. She weaves spiky 
sea holly, tossing spires of cleome or 
wild, sci-fi amaranth heads into the mix. 
Everything from finely ruched lettuces 
to airy cilantro is eligible for daily table 
arrangements that mesh garden and 
kitchen even tighter. And her rustic 
wooden garden supports project a cock
eyed, “I could do that” charm that subverts

the princely scale of McEvoy’s ranch-in- 
pre^ess, where the groan of earth movers 
and the dink of stonemasons are near 
constant sound effects.

The subversion is as amusing as it is 
fitting. McEvoy is a shrewd, wry sort, 
given to stalking her domain in denims, 
scuffed midheels, and a big pink dinner 
ring. Although she has reshaped this 
valley landscape with Olmstedian sweep 
and sensitivity—from gleaming new 
ponds to Mediterranean groves that 
look as if they belong (Cont. on pap 179)
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RECIPE
ROAST CHICKEN

VM'ni LEMON AND BAY LAl'REL 
Serves 2 to 4

4-lb. whole frying chicken, 
preferably organic 
McEvoy of Marin extra-virgin 
olive oil
lemons, rolled on counter to 
free juice, and quartered 
coarsely ground 
black pepper
leaves fresh California bay 
laurel, or 15 dried bay leaves 
kosher or sea salt 
chicken stock or water

1

2 Tbsp.

2

2t$p.

20

1 tsp.
2 cups

Rinse the chicken and pat dry. Place the 
■ .f iicken in a bowl or heavy plastic bag with 
rill ingredients except salt and stock or 

and turn to coat well. Cover and re- 
fr.ijHfflip ► Marinate 12 to 36 hours, turning 
iwire, Rerrtove chicken from refrigerator at 
least 1 hour before roasting.

►Build a moderate fire in a wood-fired 
oven, or preheat a conventional oven to 425 
degrees.►Rub ’/a tsp. of the kosher or sea 
in the chicken's cavity, and add half of the 
laurel leaves and as many of the lemon 
quarters as will fit. Rub the outside of the 
chicken with remaining '’/a tsp. salt, and 
place, back up. on a rack in a shallow 
roasting pan.►Add Va cup of the chicken 
stock or water, the marinade, and the juice 
from the remaining lemon quarters to the 
bottom of the pan, and roast for 35 minutes, 
basting once. Watch carefully, adding stock 
as the liquid evaporates. (Rotate the 
chicken often if using a wood-fired oven.)
► Turn chicken breast side up, and con
tinue roasting for another 40 minutes, bast
ing several times with the accumulated pan 
juices and juice from the remaining lemon 
quarters. Chicken is done when the thighs 
register 165 degrees and the juices run 
clear.►Cover chicken, and let rest 15 min
utes. Strain pan juices, removing some of 
the fat if desired. Check seasoning, and 
serve with strained pan juices.

NAN McEVOY, second from
left, delights in the communal
staff lunches that fill her
freestanding country kitchen.
top. OUTSIDE, the wood oven
gives a crackly skin to
chicken perfumed with potent
hillside bay laurel leaves.

LEMON VTN/VIGRKITE 
Serves 6 to 8

^l2 cup extra-virgin olive oil 

3 Tbsp. lemon Juice 
2 tsp. red wine vinegar
1 large shallot, finely diced
1 ^I2 tsp. freshly grated lemon zest 
^2 tsp.
V* tsp.

sea or kosher salt 
freshly ground black pepper

► Place all ingredients in a small bowl, and 
whisk to combine,►Check seasoning.
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Claudia Cardtmk’i

As thM« rich yeliow buds open to buff-
colorod pom-poms, thoy rolsssa s frosh
fragrancs. Tha bush grows to 4 to 6 feat



These splendid
new roses are

ore than just
autiful—they’re



Sonia Fylael
Infusing the garden with the sod
of oranges, ttiese blooms open
to reveal golden centers. The sM
has an open haM like an antiqu
tea rose and grovrs to 3^/2 feet.





Care and FeediiJ
These new roses combine 
the fragrances and shapes 
of old-fashioned roses 
with the modern benefits 
of profuse blooming and 
disease resistance. They 
will flourish given favorab 
conditions, sun: Minimu 
of 6 hours; morning sun 
is best, hardiness: Zones
y to 10. soil: From i8
to 24 inches deep, high
in organics, with good
drainage, water: At least
I inch per week. Water
thoroughly in the morninj

nbulouse-Lautrec

with its striking ysilow p«ony-styl* blossoms and sweat Immm

tea fragrance, this fleriferous hybrid tea Is hard to miss. Growl
4 to 5 feet tall, It’s at homo in a flower bed or a cutting gardenJ



'Letla \hik ' and

Flomtice Dclattre

This purply duo perfumes the garden with
a spicy lemon fragrance. Growing just
2 to 3 feet high, ‘Leila Verde,’ a rare
floribunda with single light lavender blooms,
is perfect for a small garden. ‘Florance
Delattre,’ a 4-tO'5'*foot shrub rose, presents
its gray-violet blossoms on flexible canes
that can be trained on pillars or tripods.
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make one of France’s mdst beautiful potagers. In 1906, 
Joachim Carvallo bought Wlandri^.jLoire Valley chateau, and 
created a series of ornamental gardens basedon.ei^tavings by 
sixteenth-century architect Jacques Androuet du .Cerceau. 
Flowers border the one-acre kitchen garden’s niiie Squares, 
each a different geometric design rich in botk religious

Vi* .symbolism and produce. Rare Japa^^ese cabb&ge^. golden 
celeritS, and even humbler vegetables are allhea'l'edh here,
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outdocx cheater
Giupiai Pietromarchl's garden is a series 

of dramatically staged events

BY MARELLA CARACCIOLO PHOTOGRAPHED BY MELANIE ACEVEDO



EMEMBER Meret 
Oppenheim’s famous teacup? The one 
made of real fur, that set your lips 
tingling just to look at it? Here is a gar
den that will provide a similar frisson. 
Giuppi Pictromarchi, a flamboyant gar
den designer who lives and works in 
Tuscany, has created a garden of paradox 
and wit, meant to delight herself and 
others. “My garden is a stage,” she says. 
“It’s about unrestrained imagination 
and a desire to surprise.”

“Surprise” may be too mild a word to 
describe the shock of walking into one 
of the garden’s many “rooms” and find
ing a wall-to-wall carpet of bright ripe 
tomatoes. “They were in season,” says 
Pictromarchi nonchalantly. “What else 
can you do with hundreds of tomatoes 
from the surrounding fields?” 

Pictromarchi was born into a family 
that owned most of the nurseries in cen
tral and northern Italy. She has spent 
much of her adult life working hands-on 
in gardens. Not only does she grow her 
own fruits and vegetables, transforming 
them into delicious meals for family and 
friends, but she is also an accomplished 
designer who makes remarkable table 
and garden sets using natural materials.

Like her gardens, Pictromarchi is full 
of surprises. “In your garden,” she says, 
“you have to be able to lose your way and 
find yourself again and again, with doors 
leading to secret areas, and settings that 
change according to seasons and mood. 
This, to me, is the es.scnce of gardening.” 

Pictromarchi also holds courses at 
her home, for people interested in the 
art of decorating with flowers, fruits, 
and vegetables, (For more information, 
send a fax to 39-0564-895123.)

GUGLIELMO AND NICOLA, Giuppi 
Pietromarchi's grandchildren, run along 
a path in a carpet of San Marzano 
tomatoes. Squash from another part of 
the garden hang over a stone bench by 
French artist Pierre-Marie Lejeune.
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“Jii your ^rden. you have to lose yoLir 
w^iy find fijicl yourself again.* It shoidd 
Jg' convey a sense of xx'ii^etual motion”



/ On the Welsh-English border,
Hortus’s Dap/id Wheeler and
Simon Dorreil bring intimacy/and
diversity to a three-acre garden

f -

WRITTEN DAVID WHEELER

PRODUCED BY CHJ(RLOTTE M. FRIEZE



Y GARDEN IS an

honest place," 
wrote the Ameri

can jx>et Ralph Waldo Emerson more 
than a century ago; and ours is, too. I lon- 
est, because it springs from the two pairs 
of hands that have made it, and lives or 
dies according to those same four hands. 
It has weeds, and it has messy corners. 
Paths in summer may be blocked for 
weeks by a barricade of love-in-a-mist or 
shyly flowering geraniums, Our garden 
doesn’t belong to that galaxy of make- 
believe places where unseen hands are 
paid to smooth away the wrinkles. It is not 
a doll; it has a heart, and like our own
hearts when we're working there, it beats
with a strong resolve.

In truth, the bones of our garden 
(squarely on the border where England 
and Wales meet at the River Lugg) pre
date us both. The house was built for
two spinster shipping heiresses on the 
eve of the First World War, and subse
quent owners have stamped their mark 
on its three cultivated acres. But when 
Simon Dorrcll and I first saw the prop
erty, known as Bryan’s Ground, on a hot 
July evening in 1993, it lay newlv bereft 
of its most recent occupant, a 90-year- 
old doctor who had taken it on as a 
retirement plaything in the 1960s.

Summer became winter in the time it 
took to buy the prt^rty, and it wasn’t until 
simset on a late November afternoon that 
we drove through the gates of our new 
world—anxious to make our own mark 
even at that late hour, at that late season. 
Fresh snow lay thinly over the grass tennis 
court and wide lawns; and as it’s never 
wholly dark on snowy nights, we seized the 
golden, though cold, moment to draw our 
first tentative lines on our new land.

Simon and I had already gardened 
together for five years, and while we 
cherish individual foibles, we are in 
about as much harmony over garden 
matters as two people can ever hope to 
be. Our mutual aim was to break up

FROM THE SOUTH-FACING FRONT of
the house, a herringbone brick terrace 
leads to the original Sunk Garden. Water 
lilies growing in the circular pond 
were once much admired by playwright 
George Bernard Shaw, who was a 
regular visitor to Bryan’s Ground in the
years following the First World War.
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the open spaces, to create intimacy, toTHE SUNK GARDEN,
induce diversity, and to give each prinabova, as seen from the
cipal room on the ground floor o( theterrace, looking toward
house its own “garden room.”the hills of Wales. ‘Buff

TTie garden sits in 30 acres of meadowBeauty,' 'Windrush,'
and pasture, and at its hub lies the large.‘Graham Stuart Thomas,’
walled Kitchen Garden, lined now byand ‘Mrs. Oakley Fisher’
some 120 yards of 8-foot-deep bordersroses grow in box-
of color-themed perennials. We haveedged beds among eat-
remodeled its traditional four-squarenip and fennel- VIRGINIA
layout to incorporate distinct decora-CREEPER drapes a
tive ideas —after all, we can never eatgable on the north
(or give away) the va.st quantities of proside of the house. IN
duce that this fenile .soil can yield.THE WALLED GARDEN,
Respecting the original plan, we haveopposite page, the rose
treated each of the four ^o-foot squares'Alexandre Girault'

grows above Stachys a contrasting way, yet strive toin
maintain a relationship between them.lanata and red valerian.
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network of box-edged paths—to 
vegetables that cannot be bought in 
local shops.

Our garden—which also has spe
cially designated areas for spring bulbs, 
for summer-flowering shrubs, for fall 
color from leaf and berry, and for stat
uesque pieces of yew topiary—wraps 
around us in much the same way as our 
lives wrap around gardens. As the 
owner and editor of the gardening quar 
terly Hortus, we seem to eat, drink, and 
breathe them. I work too as a freelance 
garden writer, with commissions from

In one quarter, the Cabinet of Roses, 
we grow a jumble of shrub and climbing 
roses that are tolerant of the deep shade 
thrown bv lofty oak, cherry, and lime 
trees. At the feet of the roses, apprecia
tive of summer shade, are many of the 
pulmonarias and oriental hellebores 
that bring the colors of gemstones and 
Venetian brocades to the garden soon 
after Christmas. We gave the neighbf)r- 
ing square cloisters of hornbeam to 
frame a shallow reflecting pool—a place 
of quiet reverie beneath rhe sweeping 
branches of an old walnut, The third

square is a mixed orchard where, in 
summer and early autumn, we pick 
raspberries, red and black currants, 
goo.scberries. apples, pears, and quinces. 
We recycled the turf for this orchard 
from the grass tennis court, which has 
become our second rose garden—6o old 
varieties pierced with topiaried vcw and 
wooden obelisks —a garden to be 
enjoved from the blue sirring room on 
hot afternoons. We devote the remain
ing square of the Kitchen Gar
den-screened bv trellis and espaliered 
apple trees, and set with an intricate

] lou^carGardcn . march 2000K4
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HE SULKING HOUSE, above, which 
lorreil and a friend built for Wheeler's 
lirthday In 1995, is in the part of the garden 
mown as Crackenthorpe, with Gothic 
•orders of black and wine-red flowering 
)lant$. TWIN BORDERS, top right, 
eading to the drawing room lantern are 
iiled with flowers and shrubs—
'lamagnus angustifoU* ‘Quicksilver’ and 
tme/anc/iier canadansis—whose colors 
larmonize with the room’s interior 
lecoration. PLEACHED LIME TREES and
Irish yews, right, frame a vista—extended 

•to the meadow.by a stone vas<
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^ WHEN THE AURICULAS hav« finishc 
•■^2 flowering, the Auricula Theater, op pc 

page, houses a collection of objets 
Crouvees from the garden and countr 
AN OVERVIEW of the Kitchen Gardei 
seen from the top of the 10*foot-high 
By midsummer the path is choked wi 
blue love-in'd-mist, and many of the € 
vegetables and salads have already 
been harvested in the potager. In Set; 
ber the yew hedges and giant topiary 
pieces are trimmed, and the pergola i 
pruned. Sources, see back of book.

I

a virtuoso plan for vegetables
Although the vegetable garden is laid out in a formal manner, David Wheeler describes It as 

lovely, tangled mess” by high summer. 1. The basic structure is taken from medieval 
monastery gardens, which were enclosed with narrow beds bisected by slender paths.
2. All plantings are accessible from the paths, so the soil remains sweet and uncom* 
pacted. 3. Beds are lined with boxwood (and brick, which will be lifted when the box 
grows), defining the garden’s structure in early spring, and retaining soil. 4. Chippings

of local granite, about 2 

inches deep, cover the paths. 
Beneath the gravel, trash 
bags help suppress weeds.
5. Metal cauldrons act as 
focal points where the 

paths cross, and make a rus
tic, utilitarian decoration. 
Filled with rainwater, they 
attract birds, allow for quick 
dipping of watering cans, and 
provide refreshment for dogs.
6. Wheeler and Dorrell have 

several compost heaps, but 
also avail themselves of com
post through their county's 

green waste program. 
Residents are encouraged to 
drop off such green waste 

as leaves and grass clippings, 
and once H is composted, 
ail are welcome to as much 
as they want. See If Utere 
is a similar program in 
your area. —D.N.

yitOithfU f,htve.N

the United States as well as England 
Simon paints and draws a huge range oi 
garden imagery; his works of our gar 
den will be exhibited at Munder-Skilc: 
in New York in May. Together we give 
informal lectures about the gardens wt 
have made for ourselves or for others 

Indoors, on the kitchen table, Simor 
has painted a detailed map of the garden, 
a prompt during meals and in hours oi 
darkne.ss or foul weather to discussion oiSc8iU in.
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our ongoing projects, It is then that we 
wonder whether we should plant more 
Verberu bonariensis among the hundreds 
of Siberian irises that surround each 
apple tree in the orchard, or ponder 
additions to the thick swarm of yellow 
lilies among the fragrant azaleas and 
oak-leaf hydrangeas.

“The avenue of limes that was 
planted only five years ago—should we 
pleach it now?"

“Can we afford to replace with box 
plants the ho.stas that grow in twenty-four 
terra-cotta pots in the Stone Parterre?” 

“Don’t you think six hundred helle
bores in the October Garden are 
enough?” (Answer; “No!”)

“Is there enough stone left over from 
building the belvedere to make a flight 
of steps leading down from the terrace 
to the Sunk Garden?” It is here that 
yellow roses flower all summer among

self-sown fennel and indigo-blue catnip.
And, like the fennel, our ideas also 

run plentifully. Perhaps the English nov
elist H. E. Bates had us in mind when he 
quipped, “The garden that is finished 
is dead.” Just as well, for our latest 
endeavor involves doubling its sizc.tfc^

DAVID WHEELER.V most recent book is 
Glyndebourne: A Garden for All Sea
sons (The Bryansgroumi Press).
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Decorating is 
not only about 
visual effect, it is 
also nourishment 
for the soul, 
says Rorcnce de 
Dampierre, the 
intenor designer 
who imagined 
the magical 
trio of scenarios 
shoiATi here.

u

»»

Twine on Events designer 
David Tutera wrapped a 
gazebo from Elizabeth Street Co., 
NYC. in vines and moss.

Herbal remedy
Pesto. a cotton from Osborne & 
Little’s Salsa collection, in purple 
(bordered in Scalamandr6's silk 
stripe Candy} and green (bordered 
in Scalamandr^'s Dally, a cotton 
check), depicts a variety of herbs, 
which served as inspiration.

It’s magic Rock crystals 
hang from one of Joan Sherman’s 
Branch metal chandeliers, available 
at Pranich & Associates. NYC.

Sitting pretty Counter
point’s Pada Lenti designed tiie 
Mirto throw and Comice 25 wool- 
and-felt rug, v/hich add texture to 
James Irvine's sofa, from Totem, 
NYC. Karim Rashid's Trispectra table 
and Oh chair are also from Totem.



the

For me. spring 
IS embodied 
by fragrant red 
fmits,” says dc 
Dampicrre, who 
thinks that 
sleeping in a bed 
of strawberries 
IS the ultimate 

expression 
of the season.

u

Curl up in Gaelano Pesce's 
luxurious, oh-so-strawberry- 
like felt chair for Cassina, avail
able at Moss. NYC.

Dream on in a bed on a
slrawbeiry lawn. A Kirk Brummel 
print, bordered in Tyrol check 
from Clarence House, covers 
the head- and footboards. The 
duvet is in La Coccinelle. from 
Clarence House.

Feather your nest
with a pair of cherry pillovi/s 
in Jubilee, from Summer 
Hill Ltd. A large pair covered 
in Kirk Brummy's Rose Hip 
are bordered in Clarence 
House's green Coral Chintz. 
Cesto Cerezas. a yellow-and-red 
cotton from Brunschwig & Fils, 
has been used on the floor 
and bed pillows. All bedding, 
draperies, and pillows by Carl 
Dellatore of D & F Workroom.

i6o







Fruits and 
vegetables aren’t 
accents here, 
but key elements,” 
says David 
Tutera, the events 
designer who 
added eccentric 
touches to our sets. 
Turning the 

unimaginable into 
reality is what I do.

u

u

J

Well rooted Antique
Chinese root pieces—pedestal 
table, console, chair—and a 
ten-arm twig plant stand are from 
the Newel Art Galieries. Inc., NYC.

Window garden
Tutera edged the draperies 
made from Rockwell, a 
Kravet cotton, with garlic.

Tablescape Vegetables 
cascade onto the ground in one 
of Tutera's grand garlands. The 
table is set with chargers from 
Vietri, Bemardaud dinner plates, 
and Jardin de Villandry dessert 
plates from the Devine Corpora
tion. The Grand Lieu cordial 
glasses and hock glasses are 
from Cristal Saint-Louis; the Vega 
Flutissimo flutes, from Baccarat.

Wall art Radishes dangle 
from a sconce. The tea set 
and cake stand are Bemardaud. 
Sources, see back of book.
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1 AST AUGUST, Several 
days after I’d visited the 
Eighth International 
Gardens Festival at 
Chaumont-sur-Loire, a 
friend in Paris sent me 

a news clipping, “In France,” festival 
director Jcan-Paul Pigeat was quoted as 
saying, “vegetable gardens still suffer 
from the system of aligning [placing 
plants in rows], from the rational orga
nization of space. What we are showing 
is the exact opposite.”

Ah, okay. Now certain slightly loopy 
things began to fall into place: all those 
pumpkins I’d seen suspended overhead to 
imitate, I was told, the sun’s perceived 
movement from dawn to dusk; the tartan- 
pattern arrangement of sage, shallots, and 
cabbages, flanked by a display that 
included a beer bottle and recordings of 
’70s folk music; kava peppers growing on 
a sheath of blue netting, intended to rep
resent the watery realm of Oceania....

Wandering among the festival’s 30-odd 
gardens, I found myself in a maze of per
formance plants. The recipe here seemed 
to be based on a pinch of science, slipped 
into a Gallic stew of fanta,sy and philoso
phy. This, in other words, was Art.

The setting itself could hardly have 
been more inspiring: almo.st nine acres of 
Jacques Wirtz-designed land.scape over
looking the Chateau de Chaumont. The 
festival “plots" offer each of the exhibitors 
a little less than 2,700 square feet of soil in 
which to work and, most assuredly, play.

In a garden based on “The 'Ihree Little 
Pigs,” for in.stance, the huts as well as 
the vegetables in front of them each rep
resented a revealing character trait. In 
Gaspatio Andaluz, the tomatoes, pep
pers, and cucumbers for Spain’s classic 
summer soup were planted in olive-oil 
drums and set out in a huge white-wallcd 
basin like guests at an Andalusian pool 
party. The Trajectory garden, named for 
those high-flying pumpkins, required

DESIGNED BY JACQUES WIRTZ on 
almost nine acres of sweeping hillside 
above the Loire Valley’s Chateau de 
Chaumont, the festival’s 30 garden plots, 
divided by winding paths and transitional 
areas of grasses and flowers, resemble 
a board game for landscape designers.
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LANDSCAPE STUDENTS
from Munich ereatod this
garden of fog and stones.
Centrally located, it is meant
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increasingly scarce Icpicloptcra, cabbages Jran(ahe often springs from just such a 
and fennel mingled witli lantJina, impa- bedrock of seriousness. Feeling suddenly, 
riens. and eight kinds of butterfly bush, almost subversively. American, I quickly 
Another potager, with painted gourds and retraced my steps to the Nomadic Vcg- 
watcring cans strung up like lights at a fun etable Garden’s bed of all-white snap- 
fair, featured a quadrant of edible flowers dragons, cosmos, and cleomes, glistening 
enigmatically equated with Air. Never in the afternoon sun like sugar-and-water 
mind—adjacent fruits symbolized Fire, confcctionsagainstthedistantstonetow- 
too, according to the catalog; fantasy 4? ers of Chaumonts romantic castle.

visitors to look down on a Lilliputian 
landscape of lettuces, rivers of oregano, 
and hillsides forested in parsley.

PerhqDS the most beguiling example of 
the vegetable garden as playground was 
(irandfather’s Thingummy, an ingenious 
composition of zinc gutters, tires, and 
other pickings from an imagined pen
sioner’s hoardings. To foil invading .snaUs, 
a bulwark of bottles, twigs, and slate chips 
protected precious lettuces, while allow
ing for the escargots’ easy collection as 
eventual appetizer. Nearbv, ripe tomatoes 
were planted in string bags and placed to 
drop into a tiny reservoir. en.suring their 
gentle landing and simultaneous washing.

little cabins

in this garden an 
off on the le$sg|[

r-

iA '

In
hltl

n
O VEGETABLE

garden would be 
complete without 
its complement 
of flowers, and at 

Chaumont these were planted along walk
ways as well as within the gardens them
selves. In the Butterfly Greenhouse, 
designed to encourage reproduction of the
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At Ballymaloe House in County Cork, the chefs havepne 
hand in the kitchen and the other in the garc^n.

i
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nq| MODEST RIVER Rooskathreads Out of them come meals that helped
through the green counterpane of change the way the world looked at Irish

food—and the way the Irish viewed their■eadows that is eastern County Cork,
joinang two ^rish farmsteads as opposite own culinary potential.

it and >'»ng— and as intimately con- Upstrcam or down, someone is always
nerttA Lipst ream lies stately Ballymaloe prowling and picking in these gardens.
House, the country inn grown famous At Ballymaloe House, Myrtle Allen, a
for the table set by Myrtle Allen, a redoubtable, measured woman who is
gentleman-farmer’s wife who in 1964 very much the matriarch of her large
opened her dining room to paying and complicated clan, still patrols the
guests, and never looked back. Two miles vegetable patch on occasion, search

ing for the pickling-sized onions thatdownriver, where the Rooska meanders
flourish on bed edges. Rory O’CoimclI,toward Ballycotton Bay, the Ballymaloe

Cookery School bustles amid an elabo- Darina Allen's brother and a Myrtle pro
tege, who acts as the inn’s chef, roamsrate complex of gardens dreamed up by
two wall-sheltered acres of herbs andMyrtle’s daughter-in-law Darina and

her husband, Tim Allen.
Old-school Ballvmaloe House drowses

at the heart of naturalistic woodlands,
mown-grass rhododendron walks, and
an ancient walled kitchen garden dis
armingly fronted by a homely metal
clothesline. The next-generation Cook
ery School, by way of contrast, seethes
with activity and up-front ambition, its
highly structured gardens laid out with
spit-and-polish formality. Yet these two
different Ballymaloe worlds are united by
a .single, driving principle, pioneered by
Myrtle Allen: the creation of a worldly
Irish cuisine ba.sed on the very freshest
ingredients, either homegrown or locally
produced. The Allens’ organic gardens,
together with a full acre under glass, are
the sine qua non of the whole enterprise.



FROM THE CLASSROOMS at the Balty- 
maloe Cookery School, opposite page, 
top, students fan out into the herb and 
vegetable gardens for the day’s wildly 
variable catch of SALAD GREENS AND 
EDIBLE FLOWERS, shown at left. The 
bountifulness of the gardens ensures that 
the school's FOUNDER, DARINA ALLEN, 
light, never has to make the same salad 
two days running in her recently opened 
cafe. (Here she uses a bowl made of Irish 
elm, by craftsman Keith Mosse.) When 
she's not working on the TV show, cook
books, or classes that have made her 
famous, Allen designs GARDEN FOLLIES, 
such as the one made of seashells, above. 
The raised perennial beds that line the 
garden path are a work in progress.
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RECIPE
Sl’MMKK FRl'IT SALAD WITH 

SWEETT GER\NIUM LELWES 
Serves 8 to 10

Sweet geraniums (Pelargonium graveolens. 
also known as rose geraniums) are ever 
present at Ballymaloe. where the lemony 
leaves are used to enliven simple dishes.
1 cup 
1 cup 
1 cup 
1 cup 
1 cup 
1 cup 
1 cup

raspberries 
loganberries 
rad currants 
black currants 
small strawberries 
blueberries 
wild strawberries

P
2 cups 
2 cups 
6 to 8
^ Place berries in a china bowl and let them 
reach room temperature, ►Put the sugar, 
water, and sweet geranium leaves in a 
saucepan and bring slowly to a boil, stirring 
until the sugar dissolves. ►Boil two minutes, 
then pour over the fruit. ► Macerate several 
hours; remove geranium leaves. ►Serve 
chilled, with whipped cream or vanilla ice 
cream.^Garnish with fresh geranium 
leaves. —Adapted from Ballymaloe Seasons. 
byDanna Mien (Roberts Rir>ehart. $29.95).

sugar
water
large, sweet geranium leaves

vegetables a couple of hours before din
ner; the pea tendrils and new broad- 
bean leaves he ferrets out will join globe 
artichokes in a sharply earthy salad that 
is to be had for only a few fleeting days 
each year. He kidnaps infant lettuces 
and dewy mint for one of the pureed 
soups that are a Ballymaloe trademark. 
The garden mistress of the house, Hazel 
Allen, another daughter-in-law, keeps a 
sharp eye on the gooseberry bushes, 
nabbing the tart fruits while their skins 
are still thin; simmered into a breakfast 
compote deepened by elder blossoms, 
they snap your eyelids to attention.

A couple of miles off, a live-in cookery 
school student on a salad bowl-filling 
hunt ducks through a tunnel of sculpted 
beech into a box-edged herb garden pat
terned after Villandry. an ornate puzzle 
of color and form. In the separate veg
etable garden, approached by a moody,

wooded path, diamond-shaped brick 
walks enclose rows so orderly and pic
turesque-waves of delicate green 
onions, a white froth of flowering sea 
kale—that Darina Allen is sometimes 
loath to take so much as a leaf. (The 
cook wins out over the gardener every 
time.) From the newer fruit garden, its

THE COOKERY SCHOOL herb garden, 
opposite page, was inspired by a visit 
to the formal gardens at the chateau 
of Villandry. The parterre-style beds are 
edged in boxwood; the bold verticals 
include massive sheaves of glebe 
artichoke and angelica with blooms 
bigger than softballs. SOFT SUMMER 
FRUITS from the school's still-evolving 
fruH garden go into a salad, above.
THE SCHOOL'S MENAGERIE includes 
a mutt named Buddy, right, making himself 
at home among the flowering chives.
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espaliered archways still taking shape, 
come crimson stalks of rhubarb hiding 
under parasol-sized leaves.

In the school’s lively cafe, that rhubarb 
becomes an exhilarating tart graced by 
soft brown sugar and thick Irish pouring 
cream. It is a tribute to the lavishly ^een 
pastures that feed the dairy cows. 
“What Ireland grows best is grass, 
observes Tim AUcn, an op>cn-faced man 
whose nose is liable to be dusted in flour. 
While Darina zips dervishlike through 
her projects—a TV cookery scries, 
cookbooks, an ice cream line—her hus
band, a horticulturist by training, is 
obsessed by the slow-paced art of bread 
making. Handsome, rough loaves have 
been a Ballymaloe staple for more than

n

•• I:

COOKERY SCHOOL 
PIGLETS, above, farrowed 
and raised in the surrounding 
meadow, have a happy (K 
short) life eating first-class 
scraps, before ending up in 
Darina Allen’s recipes. 
TERRA-COTTA forcing pots, 
left, from the Whichford 
Pottery, are used to blanch 
winter sea kale, growing 
shoots that taste as delicate 
as asparagus. The weather 
can switch gears three times 
in an hour on Ireland’s damp 
SOUTHERN COAST, seen 
at right from the Ballymaloe 
Cookery School, a mere 
mile from the rich fish and 
shellfish troves of Baltycotton 
Bay. But warm currents 
from the Gulf Stream make 
gardening a surprisingly 
temperate affair. Sources, 
see back of book.
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boxed & blanchedthree decades, and Tim is still refining the 
£ast-but-tricky Irish soda bread (see recipe, 
page 178) and a stone-ground, whole-meaJ 
brown yeast bread that invites you to eat 
way too much Irish butter, Wherever the 
AUens travel, says Tun, “the brown bread 
is the thing that brings us home.”

Home ground, in the end, is what 
both Ballymaioes are all about. Nowhere 
else on the planet is there precisely this 
conjunction of soil, climate, produce, 
pieople, pasturage, and products — from 
lobsters straight out of the sea to free- 
range eggs with yolks so orange they 
are almost shocking. Dish by dish, 
Ballymaloe’s cuisine may translate only 
roughly to other kitchens—but the idea 
behind it translates perfectly.

After a 1967 vIsH to the famed potager 
of the Loire Valley Chateau Villandry,
Darina Allen sketched out the box
wood parterres for the Ballymaloe 
Cookery School herb garden on a nap
kin. 1. The low-growing box edging,
Buxus sompervirens, is clipped in'^ 

early June and again at the end of fall.
2. The box squares restrict the wander
ings of invasive plants like comfrey, mint, 
and horseradish, each of which has Its own 
bed. 3. Less aggressive species are placed 
ornamentally around a central plant with 

‘^rehitectural” value, like globe artichoke or 
angelica. 4. The school's head gardener, 

Susan Turner, opens the culinary season at 
Easter by picking blanched sea kale shoots

(Crambe maritima). BlancMng produces 
'crisper, more tender, and less bitter veg
etables, but fewer all around. Ballymaloe 
gardeners use Victorian-style forcing 
pots for blanching, but anything that 
blocks light 
covered hole—will do. 5. A wrapping of ftieir 
own leaves shields cauliflower and endive 
from light. 6. Celery and leeks are planted 
in holes, to keep them in the dark. —O.N.

!ven an overturned pot with a



sourcESRecipes from “An Irish Cook
(Cont. j7vm page i^)

WHITE SODA BRE.AD

♦♦

WHERE TO BUY fT

Makes one large loaf
unbleached all
purpose flour 
salt
baking soda 
buttermilk

TABLE OF CONTENTS Page 12 
Page 12, walnut mulds, S20, Ruzzctti &. Gtsw 
NYC. 212-643-0096. Gao occasional table. 
$2,075, Repetoire. 617-426-3865. Quadrato table 
lamp, S450, R<H>m. 800 420-ROOM. Containers, 
S280-S355, Room. Tray, S295, and magazine 
rack, $150, Banana Republic. 888-BR-STYI.E.

Flowers by E>avidTutcra. 914-777-3817. Allfabrics 
ate available through architects and designers.
Pages 158-159, Hlizabeth Street Co., NYC. 212- 
644-6969. Osborne & Little, NYC 212-751-3^, 
.Scalamandre. 800-932-4361. Pranich 6t Associates, 
NYC. 212-980-6173. Counterpoint, El Paso, TX. 
888-545-5073. Totem, NYC 888-519-5587. Pages 
160-161, Oh chair, $3,065, Adoss, NYC. 212- 
226-2190. Cassina. 800-770-3568. Kirit Brummel, 
NYC. 212-477-8590. Clarence House. 800-632- 
0076. Summer Hill Ltd., NYC. 212-935-6376. 
Bninschwig St Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. Scalloped 
pillowcases. $300 each. Leron. 800-9LINEN9. 
Birdcage, $5,500, Newel Art GaDehes, Inc., StYC 

212-758-1970. Pages 162-163. Kravet. 888-4- 
KRAVET. Pumpkin charger, Vjetri, Inc. 800- 
^•5933’ Dinner plates. $58 each, Bemardaud 
Boutique. NYC. 8^-884-7775.Jardinde

Villandry plates, $265 for a set of 
four, Devine Coqioration, NJ. 732- 
751-0500. Grand Lieu hock glasses, 
$130. cordial glasses, S75, and 
Bubbles bock glasses, S120, Cristal 
Saint-Louis. 800-238-5522- Vega 
Fhitissimo Bute, in Emerald. S150. 
Baccarat, NYC. 800-777-0100.
Herve Van der Straeten three- 
tiered cake server, $1,100, and 
Frtvole porcelain tea set, designed 
by Herve Van der Straeten. with 
Iwt beverage server. $375. creamer. 
$120, sugar bond, $195, teacups.
S4*. and saucers, $22, Bemardaud 

Boutique. Plates on waE. S40. Marie- 
Christinc (iounod, NYC. 212-794-4086. Fiddle- 
head five-piece flatware set, $30, Pottery Bam. 
800-922-5507. Root pedestal table, $15,000, 
console table, $120,000 a pair, armchair. $14,500, 
and plant stand, $9,500, Newel Art Gaileries,
Inc. Napkins, Kirk Brummel.

3^4 cups

'l2 tSp.

12 tsp.

1^2-1*14 cups
► Preheat oven to 450 degrees. ►Sift the 
dry ingredients into a bowl and make 
a well in the center. ►Pour in most of the

1

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 27-50
Page 17, American Leather, Dallas, TX. 800-456- 
9599. Repetoire, Boston, MA. 617-426-3865. Page 
i8, Cioach. 800-262-2411. York .Street Studio. 800- 
YORK-fiu. Dossier, NYC. 212-924-4720. Hermes. 
800-441-4488. Room. 800-420-KOOM. Page 30, 
Royal Palm leather throw blanket, 54 x 72, $5,375. 
bed blanket, 90 x 90, $7,750. the Ralph Lauren 
I lomeCoUecimn, NYC, 212-642-8700. Banana 
Republic. 888-BR STYLi;. Roots. NYC. 212-324- 
3333. Page 54, Brown Jordan. 800- 
743-4252. Page 42. Aniduiu. 800- 
553-5309. Naturemorte, NYC. 212- 
226-8346. .Sovc, NYC. 212-969-8993.
Jardiniere and floral silks. Embroi
dery Palace. 310-273-8003. Available 
through architects and designers.
Cowtan fit Tout, NYC. 212-753-4488.
Available through architects and 
designers. Alkgra I-bcks Design.
Ixindon. 011-44-171-720-3669. Mule.
$163, and purse, S70, Chelsea Tex
tiles, NYC. 212-319-5804. Page 44.
Marmol and Radziner. 3iO'264-i8i4.
Kerry Joyce Stuebo. 323-938-4442.

buttermilk at once and, using one hand, 
mix in the flour from the sides of the bowl, 
adding more milk if necessary, until the 
dough is softish, not too wet and sticky.
► When the dough comes together, 
turn out onto a well-floured work surface.
► Wash and dry your hands. ►Knead 
the dough lightly, just enough to tidy it up, 
and flip It over, ►Pat the dough into a 
round, about Vi2 inches deep, and cut
a cross on the top to let the fairies out. Let 
the cuts go over the sides of the bread.
► Bake at 450 degrees for 10 lo 12 
minutes, then reduce heat to 400 degrees 
for 25 to 30 minutes, or until done.
► If you are In doubt, tap the bottom of the 
bread: when done, it will sound hollow.
—Adapted from Ballymaloe Seasons, by 
Darina Allen (Roberts Rinehart, $29.95} iia>

DOMESTIC BLISS 
Pages 27-50

HUNTING A GATHERING Pages 53-00
Page 54, Great Impressions, Oakland, CA. 510- 
526-6019.1 linson & Co., NYC 212-688-7754. 
Available through architects and designers. Page 
58, rhe Source Perrier (iollcction. 888-543-2804,

HOUSEHOLD NAMES Pages 100-102
Viking. 8X8-VIKlNa-i. GALUC STEW Pages 164-169
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UNCORKED Pag»t 104-106
Marcaasin Vineyard, PO. Box 331, Caiistoga, 
CA 94515. Franco's Wine Merchants. 
203-966-9571. Union Square Wines and Spirits. 
212-675-8100, Crossroads, 212-924-3060,
Acker Mcrril A Condic. 212-787-1700.

AN IRISH COOK’S PARADISE Pages 170-177
The Ballymaloe Cookery School. 011-353-21- 
646-7S5. Blanching pots, Whichford lottery 
011-44-171-160-868-4416.

PHOTO CREDITS
Page 48, photo by Dana Hyde, from Davui Hidf 
My Kind of Garden, courtesy of the Antique Colicc- 
tors' Club; photo courtesy of photographer, 
Christoph Kicherer; photo courtesy of photogra
pher, Curtice Taylor; illustrations horn Le Sottge 
PolipbUt, by Francesco Colonna, counesy of 
impnmerie Nationale; photo courtesy of phoR^- 
r^her. Karen Radkai; photo counesy of Silvana 
E^toriaie S.P.A.; photo irom EnchatntdVisiotis; 
photo by David Patterson, courtesy of Gordon 
lajdor. Page 108, House if Garden. September 
1970. by Beadle, courtesy of CNP archives.

GREEN FORTRESS Pagaa 112-121
Landscape architect. Wirtz International. 
Belgium. 011-32-3-680-1322.

THE PRINCE’S TRUST Pagas 122-127
Duchy ()nginak 800-826-6811. Pages 126-127, %x>de 
creainware. $1,500, Bardith, NYC. 112-737-3775.

JUICY FRUIT PagM 128-129
Matthew Marks (iailfry, NYC. 212-243-0200.

PRESSED FOR TIME Pages 130-135
McEvoy olive oil, Dean A Deluca. 800-221- 
7714. Sourdoui^ starters. The Bakers Cataiojf. 
800-827-6836.

CORRECTIONS
In the January issue, page 77, the Portico 
lounge chairs are from the McGuire Furniture 
Company, 800-662-4847; and the project 
architect for the home featured in "Light 
Catcher,"pages 108-115, isSuki Dixon.

The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approxi
mate list prices in this issue of House if Garden. While 
extreme care is taken to provide correct information. 
House ^ Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should be 
verified before ordering any item. Antiques, one-of- 
a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and personal 
collections may not be priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY MARGARET A. BUCKLEY

BOUQUET GARNI Pagaa 136-141
The Conard-Pyle Rose Company, 
www.starroijcs.com. Arena Rose Company. Paso 
Robles, CA. 805-227-4094.

SQUARING OFF Pagaa 142-143
Chitcau dc Villandry, France. 011-33-47-50-02-09.

THE CAPTIVE HEART Pagaa 148-157
The Bryan’s (iround Garden, I lerefordshirc, 
England, on-44-154-426-0001.

PLANT ROOMS Pagaa 158-163
Interior designer, Florence dc Dampicrre. 203- 
266-5074. DAF Workniom, NYC. 212-352-0160.
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Pressed for Time
(Cota, from pap i}4f) there— she didn’t set 
out to be an olive farmer. She just wanted 
a place to hang out with her grandchil
dren. But when the county wouldn’t let 
her rehab some old ranch structures with
out proof of an agricultural purpose, she 
came up with her olive scheme—thanks 
to a cooking class she had taken from 
Marcella Kazan (‘Svho was fierce about 
olive oil,” recalls McEvoy).

Seven years on, with help from Tuscan 
olive guru Maurizio Castelli, the hills 
that rise in a steep bowl from the ranch 
compound are quilted with 11,000 sil
very, slender-leaved olive trees in six 
Italian varieties. Harvested at an early, 
just-reddening stage for maximum char
acter, olives milled at McEvoy’s gleaming 
new frrantdio (or pressing facility) trans
late into full, racy oil—coursing with 
green notes and a leaping, peppery bite.

That oil shines right through the 
ranch kitchen in elemental sautes and 
breathtaking salads, sw^zzled onto any
thing from the spouted bottles that 
pass from diner to diner as offhandedly 
as a salt shaker. With garden produce of 
such clarity and immediacy, a bit of 
olive oil and a well-chosen herb can 
be all you need. “A lot of the stuff Mar
garet gives me is a no-brainer to cook,” 
testifies chef Mark Rohrmeier. Even 
a pared-down pizza becomes a thing 
of beauty. Cartwheeled with heirloom 
tomatoes and splashed with olive oil. 
fresh mozzarella, and basil, the thin 
crust slides into the kitchen garden’s 
sinuous outdoor wood oven and pro
ceeds to transform itself At a firebox 
temperature of 746 degrees Fahrenheit, 
it puffs and vulcanizes so rapidly, it 
seems to be alive.

Ranch-oak smoke chuffs from the 
oven’s swooping chimney, a natural gar
den magnet. Lunch guests drift out 
to gape and anticipate. A ranch hand 
passing from the greenhouses, broom in 
hand, stops to slap a mammoth pumpkin, 
grins, moves on. In this garden and at 
the table, everything about this unlikely 
enterprise connects. And when a crackly, 
olive-oiled roast chicken is carved up, 
releasing the sharp green scent of bay 
laurel leaves—harvested from the native 
trees huddled in copses high on the grassy 
slopes—it smells like a celebration of 
place, and of common purpose,

Recipes from “Pressed for Time”
(Cont. from pap

HEIRIjOOM tomato pizza 
Makes two 10-by-15-inch pizzas

PIZZA DOUGH 
active dry yeast 
warm water 
rye or wheat flour 
sourdough starter 
lukewarm water

Guse
2^/4 tsp.
‘'12 cup 

^2 cup 
V2 cup 

'*I2 cup 
1 Tbsp.
1 tsp.
3^2 cups unbleached flour

► Dissolve the yeast in the warm water.
► Stir in the rye or wheat flour. ►Cover, and 
leave in a warm place for 20 to 30 minutes. 
►Add the sourdough starter, '12 cup of 
lukewarm water, olive oil, and salt to the 
yeast mixture. Mix with a wooden spoon.
► Stir in 3 cups of the unbleached flour, 
adding more until dough is firm, yet moist.
► Turn onto a lightly floured surface, and 
knead for 10 minutes.^Put dough in a bowl 
rubbed with olive oil. and turn to coat. Cover 
with plastic wrap, and leave in a warm place 
until doubled in size, about 1 hour. ►Punch 
the dough down, and let rest for 30 minutes.
► Divide the dough in half. Roll into smooth 
balls and place each onto a lightly oiled 
surface, turning to coat completely. Cover 
>with plastic wrap, and let rest for 15 
minutes, or refrigerate for up to 4 hours.

forThe Kravet Ai 
Student Design 2000 
sponsored by 
House & Garden^Uextra-virgin olive oil 

kosher or sea salt At a tima whan moat paopla ara 
looking back In tlmo to tho ovonta, 
laauoa, and doalgna that havo 
ahapod tho 20* century, Kravot la 
looking to tho future to oxploro 
Oio ahape of doalgn In tho 21" 
century. Who will bo the omoripng 
doalMora that affact tha way wo 
live ill tho next 100 yoara?

II it be you?
Doalgn a ono4)odroom apartment 
and you could bo on# of-three 
Kravet Student Peeign 2000 
winnera. Prfzea include:

• $1000 In cash
. an opportunity to earn royaftiet 
on your deaign

. a trip to New York City
• a chance to spend a day in the editorial <^ices of 

House A Gam»n

«a V.I.P. ticket to House & Garden’s 
invitatlon-only party to celebrate 
the international Contemporary 
Furniture Fair at the Museum of 
Modem Art New York City

=;ThsPIZZA TOPPING
2 Tbsp. 
1 cup

extra-virgin oiive oil 
freshly grated mozzarella 
medium heirloom tomatoes, 
sliced 1/8-inch thick 
freshly grated Parmesan 
thinly sliced fresh basil

* Dominique Browning, Editor 
House & Garden

Christopher Coleman. Designer
Albert Hadley, Designer 
Parrish-Hadiey Associates
Victoria Hagan, Designer 
Alexa Hampton. President 
Mark Hampton, Inc.
Larry Laslo. Designer
Brooke Stoddard, Senior Editor 
House & Garden

For more Information about this 
program, call 1-888-533-3444.

4-6

'*14 cup 
2Tbsp.
Commeal for dusting
Salt and freshly ground pepper
► Preheat oven to 450 degrees. If using 
a pizza stone, put in the oven now.
► Stretch one ball of dough to size, and 
place on a pizza peel or baking sheet 
dusted with cornmeal. ►Brush dough 
with 1 Tbsp. of the olive oil, and spnnkle 
with salt and pepper. ►Top with ’/2 cup 
of the mozzarella and half of the tomato 
slices. ►Sprinkle on ’/8 cup of the 
Parmesan, and add a little more salt and
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pepper. Slide the pizza onto a baking 
stone, or place onto a baking tray. ►Bake 
until the sides of the pizza are a light 
golden brown, about 20 minutes.►Top with 
1 Tbsp. of the basil and serve.►Repeat 
with the second ball of dough.
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poliTe
society

by william norwich

woman was “too correct,” Not a lot of laughs, in other words.
Too formal? Too correct? Isn’t that the point of etiquette 

and manners, to get it right? Not really, Etiquette without 
mindfulness is deadly If you can’t relax and adapt, you become 
a caricature of propriety, and people stiffen around you.

“I believe that knowledge of the rules of living in our 
society makes us more comfortable, [although] some of the 
rudest and most objectionable people I have ever known 
have been technically the most ‘correct,’" wrote Amy 
VanderbiK in the introduction to The Amy Vanderbilt 
Complete Book of Etiquette, first published in 1952. “Some of

fe should all know formality 
enjoy it, then forget it”—Joan Rivers

((

the warmest, most lovable, have had little more than an 
innate feeling of what is right toward others.”

You might be surprised to learn that Joan Rivers, famous 
for delivering jokes in sometimes questionable taste, is 
one of the most popular hostesses in Manhattan. From first 
ladies to British royalty, everyone goes when asked to one 
of Rivers’s formal dinners at her penthouse apartment on 
the Upper East Side. What is the secret of her social 
success? “I know etiquette,” Rivers explains. “Etiquette 
means being thoughtful. Never say to a friend, T hope you’re 
going to sue that cosmetic surgeon.’Joking aside, I love 
formality Formality means structure. Structure means 
traditions. We should all know formality, enjoy it, then 
forget it. I love to laugh. So I structure my dinners formally— 
guests are seated, and usually dressed in black tie—and then 
I let it go. I make sure the toasts are funny. I try to do 
something funny at the very start, just to break the ice.”

As in decorating, sometimes it’s more interesting and 
amusing to exaggerate something that is out of sync instead 
of trying to tame it. For instance, for the lavish Doctor 
Z^/Wgo-inspired wedding of her daughter. Melissa, last 
year. Rivers hired both an orchestra and the New York City 
Gay Men’s Chorus. The orchestra and the choir broke 
into “Hey, Big Spender” as Joan came dovm the aisle in a 
dress trimmed vdth sable.

Then there was the dinner she gave for Viscount David 
Unley, son of Princess Margaret and his wife. Serena. 
“Everyone was coming in their best jewels and clothing, all 
upt:^t about how to address a viscount," Rivers recalls, “and 
my elevator broke. So I hired four muscle boys from Gold’s 
Gym to carry the guests upstairs—literally, to throw them over 
their shoulders.” A pause. “Finally," she says, and laughs.

HE CHATTER was scratchier than 
net crinolines this fall when one of 
the international glossies pubHshed 
a less than flattering article about 
a certain socially ambitious Mrs. 

Gottrocks. Despite the woman’s patronage 
of couture fashion and provenance-perfect 
paintings and porcelains, and regardless of her 
considerable efforts as an indefatigable fund
raiser, the article revealed that none of her new, right 
stuff had been able to land Our Lady of Lace on the top rung 
of Manhattan’s endless social ladder.

Nobody quoted in the article could say exactly where 
the lady went wrong. All they could surmise was that the
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Everything but.

hances are — if you want it, Malibu's got It. No other car in Its class offers a V6, M A I I S U 

jtomatic transmission, air conditioning, antilock brakes and over a hundred other

atures — all standard — all for under »17,000: Chevy Malibu. Standards you can depend on. WTUII THIRf
a046(M438 or www.ch»vroleteonVmal(bu •Pncecompanson iMsed on 2000 Malibu and 1999 compeMwemtofmaion MbMmj is a reoEtered trademark and Chew is a iratfemark ol iha GM Com 
909 GM Corp. Budde up. Amenca! •
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’M THE BOLD LOOK

OF KOHLER
A fresh lool?^3%the familiar. The KOHLER Vessels'" lavatory. Perfect simplicity 
combined with perfect function brings art to the ordinary, a new delight to the 
everyday. Sleetand surprising, this sink wilt delight the eye forever. Shown here: 
Turnings lavatory. See theYellow Pages for a KOHLER* Registered Showroom or 
call T-80d=4-KOHL£R,ext. MRS to order product literature. www.koWerco.conVvessel*
C 2000 W Co 4il


